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HOUSE FULL OF INDIANS 

1. 
In front of the vanity mirror, Mrs. Joiner applied the finishing 

touches of make-up, smoothing the rouge outward toward her cheekbones. 

Then she powdered. As she squinted into the bright lights which revealed 

every flaw in her face, she noticed again the crow's feet embedded deep

ly around her eyes. They could never be disguised, nor could the wrinkles 

gathering and sagging in loose folds around her neck be disguised. Exer

cises had not made the skin taut. Lotions and creams had not worked 

either. Nothing worked. She had resorted to wearing scarves draped 

around the necks of her dresses. 

Mrso Joiner rose from the dressing table, looking at herself squarely 

in the large mirror.. She still had a nice shape. It was her one consola

tion. Running her legs off trying to prevent Rigby from getting hit by a 

car- -that was enough to keep anybody in shape. From her closet, she 

chose an ankle-length sat:m dress, silver with red and purple em-

broidery around the neck and sleeves. She slipped it over her head, her 

body nestling into the shape of it, and she reached behind to zip it. The 

zipper went only a third of the way up before her arm was in a bind and 

she could rea~h no furthero 

Before she left the bedroom to find Muldoon, Mrs. Joiner grabbed 
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the tambourine. It jangled from her wrist like- an oversized bracelet. 

In the living room, Muldoon' s white legs propped on the coffee 

table, smoke rising from his cigarette. The ashtray overflowed with 

butts and ashes. Muldoon would lay a lighted cigarette down and forget 

where he had put it. Every table in the house was scarred, blackened 

with burns. Mrs. Joiner, after years of fussing and griping, after 

years of special reminders and specially built ashtrays, had given up. 

Nothing worked. Muldoon was bound and determined to burn holes in 

tables with his cigarettes o 

He was watching "Let's Make a Deal" on T. V. Pepe', their 

Chihuahua, was curled inside an empty tea cup beside Muldoon' s chair. 

"It's just a baby." Mrs. Joiner crooned, petting Pept on the head. 

She picked up the cup and Pepe' quivered, his tongue flickering and swiping 

Mrs. Joiner's carefully powdered nose. 
,,. 

"Oh damn you, Pepe, you've 

ruined my make-up. ff She placed the cup on the coffee table, Pep~ -whining 

to be petted, his tiny black Chihuahua eyes bulging. ''Hey, Daddy, want 

to zip me up?" 

Muldoon, absorbed in "Let's Make a Deal, 11 barely turned his head. 

The woman on the screen, dressed as a die, had just been given a choice. 

Either she could keep the living room suite or go for what was behind the 

curtain. Her husband, also dressed as a die, encouraged her to keep 

the living room suite, but the screaming audience, which included her 

mother and eight children, dist:tacted her. Biting her nails, she jumped 

up and down, grabbing at the cubed corner of her husband. Monty Hall 
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smiled, holding the microphone with perverse patience. 

"Zip me up." Muldoon turned, yanking the zipper to the top. "I'm 

going out. Will you keep an eye on Mama while I'm gone?" 

"Go for the curtain. I'd go for the curtain if I was you. " 

"I guess I'd better check on her before 1 leave." 

In Rigby' s room, the lights were on, and the disarray which littered 

the floor was par for the course. Mrs. Joiner would spend half a day 

sorting through the pile of nightgowns, sweaters, aprons, folding each 

article and putting it in its proper place. But in thirty minutes, Rigby 

would be rummaging wildly through the drawers, looking for a photo 

Mrs. Joiner had never seen. The room would be in worse shape than 

before. Mrs. Joiner didn't try to keep the room straight these days. 

She had her hands full just wrangling Rigby away from the busy highway 

in front of the house. There are no Indians inside, Mrs. Joiner told 

her mother over and over--how many times a day did she sa:iy it ?--no 

Indians are going to hurt you, Mama. If her mother had been in her 

right mind, the work would not have been so exhausting, so exacting, 

but Rigby was eighty-five and with three strokes behind her, her mind was 

quite muddled. She heard and saw things no one else saw or heard. 

Rigby was asleep now, two cats curled up on the foot of the bed, 

another one asleep on the window sill. Mrs. Joiner sighed. The only 

time she had any peace was when her mother slept. 

In- the living room, Mrs. Joiner said to Muldoon, "Be sure and 

keep an eye on Mama. If she wakes up, don't let her leave the room. 11 
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"You bet." On the screen, the woman chose the curtain and got 

zonked, the winner of 895 bags of Georgia peanuts. She cried, telling 

Monty Hall that she needed the living room suite because her eight children 

had jabbed holes in her sofa with their sharp plastic toys, and Monty Hall 

only smiled, offering ten dollars and a sympathetic handshakee 

Mrs. Joiner repowdered her nose and left the house. 

2. 
Mrs. Joiner swished into the semi-darkness ·of the bar, trying to 

hold the tambourine still. As she seated herself on one of the barstools, 

she was spotted and recognized, despite the haziness of the smoke-filled 

room. One of the customers shouted, "HEY ROSE! 11 and another piped 

in, 11SISTER ROSE!" Mrs. Joiner's first name was Rosalyn, but every-

body at the bar called her Sister Rose, and she liked to think of it as her 

professional name, the name only her fans called her. At home, she 

was just Rose or Rosie. 

Sister Rose seated herself, smiling, waving, placing the tambourine 

on top of the bar beside a tray of glasses turned upside down to dry. Papa 

Track, the bartender, was making a Brandy Alexander, and Rose watched 

his precision with the shakers, the way he poured the combinations so 

exactly without wasting or spilling any. And for his age--he had to be 

at least sixty--he was agile, tireless, and alert. Rose felt sorry for 

him sometimes. He was a bachelor, and there was no one to cook 

proper meals for him. She had even seen him eating Vienna sausages 
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behind the counter, and occasionally she brought him leftover casserole 

or homemade soup. He was grateful and offered her drinks on the house. 

Her customary drink was vodka and grapefruit juice because she liked 

the idea of no one being able to detect alcohol on her breath. 

Papa Track placed drinks on a tray. The waitress, Sarasota, a 

slim sarcastic redhead, wrote the prices on a tab, and Papa rang up 

the drinks on the cash register. 

11We' re really busy tonight," Papa Track said to Rose, smiling, 

slapping his hand down on the counter. "How you doing, honey?" 

"I'm beat tonight, Papa. Mama's getting on my nerves. The house 

is full of Indians now. I need a drink really bad. " 

"Is it that bad, Rose?" He poured vodka into a shaker of crushed 

ice. "Why don't you put your poor old mama in a nursing home? 11 

11All of us kids did that one time, 11 Rose said, thinking suddenly 

how odd that she should still refer to herself and her brothers and sisters 

as kids. "Mama stayed in Finch's Home for the Aged for two years. Then 

my people just got together one fine day and decided a nursing home was 

no place for their mother .. Besides, they didn't want to pay their part 

of the expenses any longer. So I had to get Mama and bring her home 

with me. None of the others would keep her for very long. Now her 

mind's gone because of those strokes, and I'm a nervous wreck trying 

to keep a watch on her every minute of the day." 

!!That's the way it is," Papa Track said. "There's always one in 



the family who has to take on all the burdens. 11 

"That's right." Rose sipped the drink he placed before her, 

fondling the straw and thinking. 11 You know, Papa, it all started the 
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day I took her shopping. I took her to the mall to buy a new dress, thinking 

it would do her good to get out of the house. We went through all the 

stores, but Mama didn't see anything that suited her. It was middle of 

summer, mind you, and she wanted a solid black dress with long sleeveso 

t tried talking her into a cheerful lightweight print, but she wouldn't 

budge an inch--it was black or nothing. 

"Then we were on our way out of the mall, and Mama stops and 

won't walk a step further. Come on, Mama, I told her, we ain't got 

too· far to go. Come on. 'l can't take another step, not another,' she 

says. 'I'm too tired to take another step. You've worn me to a frazzle 

with all this walkin'.' Well, come on, Mama, we only got a little ways 

to the front. She shuffled her feet and finally I pulled her outside on the 

sidewalk and told her to stay put. It was--I guess it must have been 

98 degrees. I went to get the car and pulled up right at the curb so all 

she'd have to do would be to get in. But she didn't even see me. Her 

eyes had a faraway look, and I honked the horn a couple of times. But 

she just stood there, oblivious to everythingo I had to move on. Cars 

behind me were beginning to honk because I was holding up traffic. I 

drove around the block and pulled up in front again. I jumped out--l'm 

afraid I lost my temper--it was· so ~ot though--and grabbed her by the 

wrist and yanked her into that front seat. I fussed and fussed at the 



poor old thing all the way home. That night it rained hard, and she 

had her first stroke sometim~ after midnight. " 

Papa Track shook his head slowly, sympathetically, and Fred 

/ 

and Rene, the entertainers, began playing "Your Mama Don't Dance, 
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Your Daddy Don't Rock-n-Roll. 11 The amplifier screeched, the music 

swelling louder and louder. Rose's eyes glittered, her hands tingling. 

Her finge-rs had settled lightly across the tambourine, and she felt 

herself shaking all over, inside and outside. The customers, as if 

· on cue, t:urned and watched. Shaking the tambourine against her hips, 

she swayed toward the front of the room, weaving her way between tables, 

her head tilted up as the audience clapped. A red spotlight shone on her, 

and Rose danced in front of the piano, beating the ta.mbourine, rattling 

it again st her thighs, hips, stomach, knees, rolling it, looping it, throw ... 

ing it into the air and catching it like a baton. "Where do you go,'' her 

lips mouthed, "to rock-n- roll? Where do you go to rock-n-rhll? 11 The 

audience stomped, hooting with approval, and when the song ended, Rose, 

exhausted, her face gleaming with sweat, her make-up smeared hope

lessly past repair, returned to her perch. They love me, she thought, 

they really love me. Papa Track winked at her, handing her another 

drink. 

11At least she's good for business, 11 Sarasota said., leaning against 

the ca·sh register. 

3. 
Muldoon lit another cigarette and looked blankly at the T. V. He 
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rubbed his chin, feeling the stubble of two days' growth. Since his 

retirement, a year ago, he had neglected his appearance, going for days 

at a time without shaving, without even looking in the mirror. What 

did it matter? He never went anywhere (there was nowhere to go), and 

he could die any minute. He had had a heart attack two years ago, and 

the doctors operated on him, installing a pacemaker. He was supposed 

to take it easy, according to the doctor's instructions, and he wasn't 

supposed to smoke or drink tea or coffee. The doctor had been firm 

with him--if he continued smoking, he'd be a dead man in three months. 

But Muldoon sat jn front of the television all day, watching soap operas, 

chain- smoking, drinking cup after cup of hot tea. 

Muldoon had always wanted to be a psychologist, but he ended up 

as a night watchman in a warehouse for thirty-five years. · Since his 

retirement, he had become interested in the character's in the soap operas 

and in their predictability. He kept a pad and pencil beside His chair 

with columns drawn on each page. The top of each column indicated a 

major event: 

BIRTH 1v1ARR1AGE PREGNANCY DIVORCE DEATH 

He systematically recorded each event as it transpired on the soap 

operas. He had reached the point where he could foretell the event 

weeks in advance. For example, he had predicted that Susan, in "Life 

and Longing.,". would. divorce her hu~band, Dr. Jake Burns, so that she 

could marry his brother, Dr. Jack Burns, so that her son, Jimmy Burns, 
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would learn to love his real father and follow in his medical footsteps. 

On the T. V., they were play:ing the national anthem. Muldoon 

coughed. It was a dry, wooden, hack:ing cough, and his chest hurt. He 

put his cigarette on the edge of the chair, not knowing what to do now 

that the station was going off the air. Stretching and switching off the set, 

he watched the picture recede into a pinpoint of faint light. 

4. 
Rigby opened her eyes, feeling pres sure on her feet. She looked 

up and saw Chief St. Elrn.o, brazen and naked, straddling the end of the 

bed, his eyes staring mercilessly into her face. They were like cat's 

eyes, like copper lens of fire. She twisted her head away, refusing to 

look. She wanted to get out of the house, go home. She told Rosie again 

and again about the Indians, and Rosie promised her everyday that the 

government people would come and transfer the Indians to a reserva-

tion in Nevada. But they never came, and now the house was overflowing 

with the wild devils. They kept her awake all night with their wigwam 

talk and war cries. She had even heard a squaw say that her eight kids 

had jabbed holes in Rosie's sofa with their tomahawks. Why they had 

camped out in Muldoon' s house only God knew. All she knew was that 

they would not leave her in peace and let her sleep. She needed all the 

sleep she could get because the top of her head felt as if it were per

petually exploding. 

Rigby wanted to go back to Cullesdale, her home town. She 
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recalled the. house off the dirt road, the long hallway, the fireplaces, 

the wood stove. She remembered scrubbing the wooden kitchen floor 

until it was smooth and bone-white. In the summertime, she waded in 

the cold creek, hauled water from the well, ate ssuppernongs from the 

arbor. It was her own home, and she would not allow savages to invade 

it and take over. If she could only get back, she would rest, but she had 

tried getting back before and there were cars whizzing past her and a 

white glare in the middle of the highway and Rosie's hands clutching her 

gown, imploring her to come back inside where it was cool., telling her 

her house had burned to the ground thirty years ago. 

On her feet, she thought she knew the way back. She picked up a 

pile of clothes beside the bed and stuffed them underneath the covers. 

The Indians would think she was asleep. All she had to do was step into 

the hall, turn right, walk straight to the front porch. It wasn't far, and 

she knew the way. But when she moved, everything else moved with her, 

and she had to feel the wall to guide herself, everything in his vision 

swimming outward, blurred and dark around the edges. Groping for a 

door handle, not knowing she was in the kitchen or that the door she 

was opening led to the basement, she felt as if she were in a lifesize 

bubble that any minute was about to burst. As she walked downstairs, 

there was total darkness around her. The rough plaster walls were cold, 

and even the air grew colder as she descended. At the bottom of the 

stairs, she to1.1-ched cobwebs threading across her face, and turning and 

walking in slow uncertain circles, her arms extended like a sleepwalker's, 
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she felt out the turns, stopping abruptlyo The Indians were trailing her. 

Something ran across her feet, and pinpoints of red glittered across the 

room. For a second, just a second, everything was clear again: she had 

left her room because the neighbor's dog was howling. No, she had 

left her room because she thought they didn't want her there- -none .of 

her children wanted her. No. She had left because the other patients 

in Finch's Home for the Aged were asleep and she was tiptoeing onto the 

porch to see if the moon was out. It seemed as if she had not seen the 

moon since she was a little girl. Where was it? Had they taken it away, 

along with everything else? Why couldn't she see the moon? 

Pinpoints of red glared at her. Were they going to charge? She 

didn't care. They could give her all the cornbread _and turnip greens 

they wanted, but she wouldn't eat a bite until they put the moon back where 

it belonged. 

5. 
Muldoon' s cigarette smoldered on the coffee table as he went into 

Rigby' s ~oom. Everything was okay. The old lady was asleep. He 

turned off the light, sniffing. Something was burning. In the living room, 

the chair he watched T. V. in was on fire. Hot damn, he thought, running 

into the kitchen for water. He filled an empty bottle with tap water, ran 

back into the living room and splashed the water on the fire. He rushed 

back to the kitchen for more water until the flames were extinguished. 

The room was smoky, smoke spiral'ing to the ceiling, the smell awful. 
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Black shreds of cloth peeled fron1 the back of the chair, and Muldoon, 

coughing from the smoke, opened all the windows. He saw Rose pulling 

into the driveway, and he panicked. If she saw the burnt chair, he'd 

catch hell. What was he going to do? Was it too late to do anything? 

He could rush out before she got inside and take her on a moonlight stroll. 

Then when he got her far enough away, he'd run back to the house, drag 

the chair into the back yard, put it into his truck and dump it somewhere. 

No. Then she'd wonder why he had abandoned her; she'd know something 

was amiss. Besides, they hadn't been on a moonlight stroll since he 

visited her at her mother's house, over thirty-five years ago. She wouldn't 

fall for that, and now it was too late. He wouldn't hear the end of this 

till doomsday. There ~he was, getting out of the car. 

6. 
When she stepped out of the car, Mrs. Joiner's right heel twisted, 

and she almost fell down. She didn't want Muldoon to see that she had 

drunk so much, and she quickly straightened, pushing her foot into the 

shoe, trying to compose herself. Her tambourine rattled, and she 

zigzagged from the car to the nearest bush, pausing and deliberating 

before attempting the front door. It seemed further away than it actually 

was. Muldoon stepped into the front yard with a flashlight. He started 

scouting around the azaleas, pushing the leaves apart, shining the light 

through the branches. 

'
1What are you looking for?" Mrs. Joiner tried to sound sober. 
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Muldoon mumbled something against the shrubs. 

"Speak up! I can't hear. 11 

I I 
"Pepe. You know little Pepe? 11 

Mrs. Joiner giggled. "Hey, maybe little Pept make a little pee pee. 11 

Muldoon turned sharply around, switching the flashlight off. 11Are 

you drunk?'' 

Mrs. Joiner cupped her hand over her mouth and shook her head no. 

"You are too. You' re drunk as a skunk. Come on, I'll help you 

to bed. 11 He put his arm around Mrs. Joiner's waist and helped her up 

the front steps into the house. The room was still warm with the heat 

from the burning chair, and water trickled from the black sopping sides. 

A pool of water encircled the chair. Muldoon guide_d his wife rapidly 

pa_st it., 

11 Do I smell smoke? Funny burnt smell. 11 

11No, you don't smell anything. lt' s a wonder you were~ able to 

drive home. Don't you know better?" 

11Sure I do. Sure I smell smoke. Did you keep an eye on Mama?" 

11She's dead to the world." 

''Let's see." They stopped in the doorway, and Mrs. Joiner flipped 

the light switch, glancing at the bed and deciding that if she could just 

lie down a second, her head and the room would stop spinning. As soon 

as she sat down on the edge, she realized that Muldoon had fallen for 

the old clothes_- stuffed-1mder-the- covers trick. She leered up at her 

husband, yanking the covers back. 11Aha ! Fooled 'gain. 11 



Muldoon' s eyes widened. "I thought she was--the whole time I 

thought she was in bed!" 
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Mrs. Joiner held her head between her hands~ moaning. "Oh, 

my Jesus, sweet Jesus, she could be out there on the highway run over 

and dead, and it'd be all my fault for ever leavin' her." 

"I didn't know she was going to get up and wander off." 

Then they heard Pept barking in the kitchen. The basement door 

was open. 

"For God's sake, turn the lights on." Muldoon flipped the switch. 

Rigby was crouching on the basement floor beside the washing machine, 

her eyes closed. Pepi licked her ankles and whined. 

Rigby opened her eyes. A strange woman wit4 liquor on her breath 

bent over her. At last, the Indians had found her hiding place. She looked 

at the bright orb of light in the center of the skyo They had put the moon 

back where it belonged. Then she looked at Muldoon, startle'<i, amazed, 

horrified. "Where did he come from? 11 

"Who, Mama ? 11 

"That squint- eyed Japo " 



SERENDIPITY 

Kewpie pulls the shades in the bedroom, and the black negligee 

falls to the floor in a soft, whispery soundo She steps over it as if it 

is negligible. It is. The outside world, along with Daylight Savings 

Time, ceases to exist, and she might just as well be a woman bathing 

in moonlight on some distant silvery shore. She hnprovises little dances 

in front of her parakeet, Jeepers, imagining she is Isadora Duncan per

forming in Russia before the Czar. Jeepers darts from one end of his 

cage to the other, chirping hysterically, hitting his head against the 

feeder. Loose feathers jam the empty water trough. 

Today Kewpie lifts her hands, gently controlling the re,ins of a 

pony, raising her legs alternately and kicking her feet into the air. At 

a steady pace, she trots into the kitchen, disrobing at noon when she 

finishes her writing, after tucking the pages into the bottom drawer of 

the buffet, beneath the orange place mats. She writes religious stories 

for children, and she has just finished Noah's Neighbor, Mre Newby, with 

high hopes for its publication. It is the best thing she's written in months., 

The story of Noah is told from the point of view of Mr. Arnold Newby, 

a Certified Public Accountant who watches with detached interest and 

fascination as the ark grows proportionately year after year. He makes 
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wry, incisive comments only an observer can make, commenting on 

the smells and noises Noah has collected from all over the world. 
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Three other books are still in the mail. Any day now she ~xpects 

to receive a letter of acceptance from a New York publishing house. 

In the kitchen, she pauses before the window. The sun illuminates 

the plants on the sill. She wants to lie in the clover which grows thickly 

in the back yard in clusters. She found a four-leaf clover once beneath 

the clothesline, and shortly afterwards, she discovered a twenty-dollar 

bill lying on the sidewalk unclaimed. The next day in the mail, she 

received a rejection slip with these words scribbled on the bottom: 

11Some good responses to your writing. Try us again." It was the most 

encouraging rejection slip she had ever received, apd she did try the 

publishing firm again with her next book, but at the bottom of the second 

rejection slip were the words: "Some good responses to your writing. 

Try us again." When she sent her third book off to the same ~place, she 

received another rejection slip, and at the bottom, the same handwriting 

revealed: "Some good responses to your writing. Try us again." She 

continues to send her 1nanuscripts to New York>however, and each day 

is a form of suspended animation. Only when she is at the typewriter, 

writing, does she feel completely alive. 

She has a daily interview with Mr., Graham, the mailman. Today, 

he arrives with the mail pouch, looking philosophically amused and 

puffing on his pipe. By this time, s~e 1s dressed and standing on the top 

step of the duplex, waiting to greet him and invite him in for a cup of 



coffee. She's convinced that the better she lmows him, the greater 

are her chances that one of the books will be accepted for publication. 

Common sense tells her there is absolutely no connection between the 
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two, but she believes there might be a mystical link which somehow 

connects her life to his. When Mr. Graham approaches her in his pur

poseful, no-nonsense governmental stride which takes in over half the 

sidewalk, Kewpie's heart palpitates. She perspires heavily. She wonders 

if she can accept the facts of publication with humility and grace. 

Only after Mr. Graham is seated at the table does she go into the 

bathroom and roll on Ice Blue Secret. She joins him as he pours coffee 

into the saucer to cool and tugs at the moisture-proof pipe. Jeepers 

flies back and forth between Kewpie's cup and Mr. (:iraham's cup. This 

is his daily exercise, but Mr. Graham moves his cup out of the bird's 

range. He knows that the bird has lice, and the way Jeepers ruffles his 

feathers, biting and scratching, bobbing and burrowing, mak~s him 

uncomfortable. Feathers drift into an empty breakfast plate, into bowls, 

and Kewpie acts as if it doesn't matter. It doesn't. Not to her. Her 

sights are set on the world of letters. 

Mr. Graham leans back in his chair and watches the smoke drifting 

from the pipe. Out of the corner of his eyes, he watches the bird. Kew

pie stares at dried egg in the plate and glances surreptitiously at the mail 

pouch beside Mr. Graham's chair. Mr. Graham squints. The smoke 

swirls toward .the ceiling, suspendin~ there, blue-gray against the plaster. 

Kewpie sits on edge. A letter of acceptance, or better yet, the galley 
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proofs of one of her books could be inside the pouch. But she doesn't 

want to appear foo excited. She has recently read about a Zen master 

who combats his strain of excitability by setting his mail a side and opening 

it at the end of the day, after the urge to tear into it has subsided. She 

admires that kind of control and wishes to emulate it. Sitting straight, 

she presses the small of her back against the chair. 

"What do you think about animals? 11 she says. It's an unformulated 

question, popping into her head like the tab on a cash register. She's 

tired of discussing domestic issues.. Mr. Graham is succinct but open

minded, mulling over her question, the creases in his face deepening. 

"Well, 11 he says. 1'As far as birds go, a male mockingbird has 

been kno'W11 to change his tune eighty- seven times in hvo minutes. 1
' He 

takes the pipe out of his mouth, contemplating his words which undergo 

son1.e kind of mysterious metabolic process. They are no longer merely 

words--they are food for thought. 

Kewpie focuses on the mail pouch, realizing suddenly that her 

newest character, Mr~ Newby, is loosely modeled after Mr. Graham. 

She decides that she likes the aromatic smoke of his champagne-scented 

tobacco. She inhales deeply. "You know, Mr, Graham, I ad.mire your 

calm. If the roof fell in, I bet you 1 d look up without flinchLr1g and say, 

1 Well, the roof just fell in., ' How do you manage it? 11 

Jeepers stares at the rnailman as if there is no bottom to his soul, 

and Mr~ Graha;m conceals the nervous tremor in his left hand by tucking 

it beneath his leg~ It wontt do for her to see how he shakes. He clears 
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his throat. ''You live with it, that 1 s all. I have a way of making friends 

with the most ferocious dogs in the neighborhood. When they come up 

to me growling and showing their ugly teeth, I simply stoop down--it's 

important to get on their level- -and offer rny hand. In a soothing tone 

of voice I say 'Let's shake on it.' Do you know, nine out of ten dogs 

consider the offer, turn away with. wagging tails and never bark at me 

again?'' 

"Really? 11 Kewpie's eyes widen. "You know, I've read about 

people who have a knack for taming wild animals. I read about this man 

who was put into a den of hungry lions, and the lions just looked at him. 

They weren't even interested. I think his name was Daniel. 11 

Mr. Graham's eyes sparkle in cool recognitio_n. He nods. 11 Ever 

read about these folks somewhere in Texas?" 

Kewpie shakes her head. 

"Well, it's a contest. They round up as many rattlers is they can 

find. Then guess what they do with I em?" 

Kewpie's hand closes automatically over her mouth. "Don't tell 

me they have a snake eating contest. " 

"Uh-uh. They work themselves into a religious frenzy and let 

those rattlers bite 'em. The one who can withstand the most bites with

out keeling over dead wins the contest. 11 

''They aren't just baby rattlers are they? 11 

"No, they' re full grown, some, of·, em five and six feet long.'' 

"Don't tell n~e any 1nore, Mro Graham. I'll have nightmares all 
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night long. Would you like some more coffee? 11 

Jeepers releases two gray pellets into Mr. Graham's cup. Mr. 

Graham quickly lowers his head and fiddles noncommittally with his spoon. 

11Jeepers ! 11 Kewpie says. 11Aren't you ashamed of yourself? I'll 

get you a clean cup. 11 She wishes that Mr. Graham would leave so she 

can peruse her 1nail. He hasn't even given it to her. Perhaps today she 

will glance at it and time herself. She decides to wait thirty minutes 

before opening it. That isn't like waiting all day, she thinks, but then she 

isn't a Zen Buddhist either. How can she expect that much patience from 

herself? After all, she struggles and wrestles with words for the sake 

of little children. A letter of acceptance will mean she has finally broken 

out of the isolation of the self. Having stories in pr.int will be as satisfy

ing as touching the face of a child. More satisfying. They will be her 

own children, in a manner of speaking, and Mr. Graham will congratulate 

her on her valuable creative resources. All her life she has ~had an 

apparent aptitude for making fortunate discoveries accidentally- -what is 

commonly called serendipity. In school, she met the most interesting 

people, and she did not pursue any of them. Perfect strangers in her 

classes would start conversations, and they quickly became her closest 

friends and confidants, although she has been out of touch with 1nost of 

them for years. 

111 really admire your perserverence with your writing, 11 Mr. Graham 

says • 

. 
111 guess 11 m just lucky," Kewpie calls out from the kitchen. 111 
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didn't discover I had a talent for it until after Ambrose died. I'd 

always wanted to write, but I told rnyself I didn't have a ghost of a 

chance in this competitive world. Then I read somewhere that the idea 

is not to try to be superior to someone else, but to be superior to your 

former selves." 

Your former selves, Mr. Graham repeats silently. Yes, he knows 

exactly what she means. The past is so full of little former pathetic 

selves that mew just like kittens, and you feel so sorry for them. You 

want to pick them up and pet them, but you can't. It's like his mail 

route--ifhe stops at every woman's house who invites him in for a cup 

of coffee or a piece. of cake, the mail will never reach its destination. 

He accepts Kewpie's hospitality because it marks th_e half-way point on 

his route, and he enjoys her con.1.pany, which is somehow different than 

the company of other women. Not only that. Mr. Graham admires the 

sleek tight curve of Kewpie's bottom as she moves about the *itchen. 

She doesn't know it, but he peeked in her window one day and saw her 

in the buff, dancing her heart out. He remembers the soft slope of her 

back as it edged into full roundness, and the swaying tilt of her breasts 

as she danced. He couldn't help himself--he came back the next day and 

the next, entranced by the beautiful movements of her body. Then he 

started feeling guilty because he had invaded her privacy, and he had 

never thought of himself as a Peeping Tom. But even when he stopped 

looking through. the window, the· imag;e :followed him for weeks, and now, 

when he looks at his wife whose love grew cold years ago, he imagines 
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Kewpie's body in motion. He lies awake at nights thinking and perspiring. 

Meanwhile, Kewpie has grown more and more familiar with him, and he 

doesn't know where it will all leado 

Kewpie puts the clean cup with fresh coffee in front of the mailman. 

He is grinning, his face flushed. She supposes he has stumbled upon an 

unsuspecting aphorism. She herself collects beautiful lines of poetry, 

lines which resonate long after she closes the book or closes her eyes 

and sleeps. While reading Tagore's Stray Birds, she discovers: "The 

water in a vessel is sparkling. The water in the sea is dark. The small 

truth has words that are clear. The great truth has great silence. " She 

ponders the lines for days, and they are in her mind first thing when she 

wakes up in the mornings. While taking a bath or washing dishes, she 

whispers them, and she even quotes them for Jeepers. But she's afraid 

to quote them in front of Mr. Graham for fear that they will have no 

effect on himo The words press at an emptiness in her stom!ch, and 

her whole being seems suspended beyond the room at a point invisible 

to Mr. Grahame She wants to quote the lines, but something more ur

gent than this wrenches her attention back to the mail pouch. 

Mr. Graham glances out the window, aiming the mouthpiece of his 

pipe at her. He wants to tell her that he quite innocently saw her dancing 

nude one day, but he cannot bring himself to reveal it for fear that she 

will misunderstand. He remains silent, sipping the hot coffee but 

making no mot;i.on to rise. Kewpie hsnrers near the pouch. "Well, 

it's a lovely day, and 1 guess I've lingered long enough." Jeepers 



sails past his head, and Mr. Grahan1 is startled at the sudden onrush 

of wings. "Where's he flying to? 11 

"To his cage. I let him fly loose, but he always ends up back 

inside his cage. 11 She bends down and pats the pouch. "You've got a 

full load today, don't you? It must take a long time to deliver all this 

mail. 11 
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Mr. Graham slowly rises, taking the pipe out of his mouth, hitching 

his pants and lifting the heavy pouch. Before he clears the front door, 

Kewpie right on his heels, he hands her one letter. 

"ls that ALL, Mr. Graham? 11 

"That's it for today. See you tomorrow. " He thanks her for the 

coffee and smiles, turning around to say goodbye. But Kewpie, who is 

disappointed that she hasn't received a letter of acceptance, has already 

closed the door. 

The letter Kewpie :receives lies .on the buffet, unopened. It is 

not from New York, and the handwriting is unfamiliar, with no return 

address. She looks at it, and curiosity prompts her to tear into it. 

She slips her fingernail beneath the seal, but stops abruptly. With a 

deliberation that conm.1.ands every ounce of will power, she places the 

letter on the buffet and assumes a pose of serene detachment, closing 

her eyes until they are halfway shut. She pretends she is a Chinese 

emperor besi~ged with advice o·n co~struction of the Great Wall of China. 

The letter is from a diligent subject bent on his own design. She flings 



the letter into an earth-altar. By n:iaintaining this pose, she keeps 

her curiosity at bay all afternoon. 
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At supper, she eats hurriedly until she remembers the Zen Buddhist 

and Mr. Graham's slow, casual approach to life. She eats her casserole 

slowly, contemplating every bite. Jeepers watches her, and she offers 

him a generous portion. 

Kewpie goes to the buffet, slips the letter into her hand and goes 

into the bathroom. She locks the door, sits on the toilet lid, and. opens 

the letter slowly. The handwriting is large, romantically executed, with 

many circles for dots over the i's and curlicues and fat, curvy d 1 s. 

Dear Kewpie, 

For so long., you have thought of me as a dutiful 
civil servant, and I have thought of you as another 

. name along the route. But ever since I saw you 
dancing one fine day when the afternoon light was 
young, you have become very special. I can't 
express how you endear yourself to me in my 
fantasies, and I ask your forgiveness for violating 
your privacy by looking inside your world. Things 
can never be the same again. I want to dance with 
you. 

Yours for as long as the mail runs, 
Jim Graham, U.S. Postal Service 

Kewpie takes the letter in all at once, but she rereads it several 

times, slowly, unbelievingly. It is like a message in a bottle that has 

found its way to shore, a message she alone has discovered. She feels 

caged inside the small truth of the words, stripped of her private 

aspirations. She lets the letter slip from her lap. It lies on the cold 
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blue tiles as if she has thrown the message back into the helpless 

immensity of the sea. She has lost something, and she sits, surrounded 

by silence, trying to remember what it is. 



THE PARTY 

You' re not bound to me, Mama says, lowering the radio's volume 

to avoid a commercial. Who do you think you are keeping an eye on me 

all the time- -the wind's not out of your sails yet, Doris. Mama com-

plains that Whitley and I don't have enough leisure time, and in the same 

breath accuses 1ne of not buying the special cheeses and breads and 

kekule seaweed soup -mix for her at the Health Food store. 11 m so riled 

I can barely hold my temper down as Mama snaps her fingers to ' 1You're 

No Good." 

Why am I angry? Because day after day, I cook the dishes especially 

for Mama, the bland foods like stewed squash, creamed potatoes, un
i 

seasoned turnip greens, always trying to please. I inspect her plate 

to make sure she's eaten everything I put on it. That's the way it is. 

The more you do, the less it's appreciated. 

To make matters worse., Whitley., my husband, is always trying 

to prove he can cook, and the sad fact is he can't. I'll find him in the 

kitchen, grease splattering and flying everyw-here over the stove, on 

the floor, eggs plastered yellow- black to the sides of the skillet, flour 

strewn on the counters, biscuits, thick and hard as rocks, smoldering 

in a black pan. God knows, he has nothing better to do than experiment 

2,6 
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in my kitchen and ruin my pots and pans because he's retired and bored 

to death. He'll look at me with a sickly, embarrassed smile, and I'll 

chase him out. But next day, he'll be right back, flipping and turning 

all kinds of concoctions on the stove. If he wants to be another galloping 

gourmet, he has a long way to go. I' 11 admit, at one time he could make 

a decent rice pudding, but that was years ago before we got married. 

When he's not in the kitchen, Whitley sits at the dining room table 

reading Changing Times. He scribbles figures on the back of the maga-

zines. I don't know what the figures represent, but I'll find long columns 

of numbers added up: 

6,430 
2,178 
4,200 
1, 500 

14,308 

I inspect to see if the sum is correct. Usually, it is. If it's not, I'll 

write in the correct figure in the margin·, and Whitley will diicover I've 

been tampering with his magazines. He'll shout that he doesn't have any 

privacy. Sometimes, the game isn't worth the gamble. Whitley's collec

tion of Changing Times goes back ten years. He throws nothing away. 

Whitley worked as a carpenter for thirty-five years, but he won't 

make any repairs on the house. It's falling apart- -that's the way I see it. 

The roof needs patching, the outside needs painting, the doors need oiling. 

Everything squeaks. I've been making an itemized list of needed repairs. 

Lately, my ey~s have been drawn to ,defects like flies are drawn to honey. 

Everywhere I go in the house I notice something wrong: rusty hinges, 
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broken tiles, poor insulationo I feel as if Pm an inspector for the FHA. 

Nothing escapes me. Whitley's tools hang neatly from their pegs in 

the storage room, untouched, unused. 

Every night Whitley falls asleep at the table after browsing through 

his Changing Times and scribbling figures on backe I cart Mama off to 

bed, and after cleaning the dishes, I sit at the table and try to talk to 

Whitley. If anything penetrates his thick skull, I don 1t know what it isc 

He starts telling me about the time he tried to quit smoking. Everybody, 

I think, has their favorite story about the time they tried to quit smoking. 

I don't smoke myself, and the subje,ct has been overworked. I don't like 

to admit it to myself, but Whitley is senile at sixty- six. 

He. doesn't even sleep in the same bed with me. When he falls 

asleep, I call him several times. He raises his head and peers at me 

and goes back to sleep. I'm afraid of jolting him out of a good dream these 

days. Th~y say it's not good to jolt people awake when they' Je dreaming. 

I want to make sure he rests well, so I leave him alone and sleep by my

self. After four or five hours, I'm wide awake again. Downstairs, all 

the lights in the house are on. When the power bill arrives, Whitley 

will accuse me ·of wasting electricity. He'll mention the power shortage, 

show me a timely article on the subject in Changing Times, insist I read 

ito Then on the very same even:ing, he'll fall asleep at the table, and the 

lights will blaze through the night. The next morning, before I can get 

up, he'll be in .the kitchen, burning e,ggs. Mama will be shout:ing out 

directions from the sidelines. 
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I try to get along with the neighbors. Everyone in the community, 

Bavarian Heights, seems young and newly married. Mrs. Brightington 

invites me over for coffee and granola bars once in awhile. I'm old 

enough to be her mother. She confides in me today that her biggest marital 

problem so far is that the Pill has upset her body chemistry, and her 

gynecologist is considering taking her off of it for a few weeks. 

I listen attentively, trying to keep the miniature bulldog, Captain 

Bisby, from humping my leg. Mrs. Brightington doesn't see his thrusting 

motions underneath the table, and I pat and struggle with the dog 1 s jowls. 

The coffee cups rattle as I jar the table, shoving my fist into the animal. 

Mrs. Brightington giggles over the Sweet 'n Low. "What's wrong?" 

"Captain Bisby' s a feisty little thing, ain't he?" 

"Oh no," she says, embarrassed. "ls he - -he isn't doing THAT 

again, is he?" She looks under the table and grabs the dog by the collar·. 

He growls throatily. 11 Don't you GROWL at me, you old beastie." She 

opens the sliding glass door to the patio and shoves Captain Bisby into 

the back yardo "At least he's housebroken. You know how those breeds 

are- -naturally hot- blooded. " She sits down at the table and tells me that 

she and her husband, Mr. Brightington, · have a party once a month and 

that Whitley and I are invitedo 

111 don't know. You people are so young. Whitley and me- -we'd 

feel out of place. 11 

11Nonsen1:?e. You talk like·you'-ye got one foot in the grave. Everybody 

fits in at our partie'S. Look, as a matter of fact, we' re throwing one 



tomorrow night. I know it's short notice, but why don't you and the 

old man come? It'd be a change for you.'' 

''We'd have to find a sitter. 11 
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Her eyes widen. "You don't have children, do you? At YOUR age? 11 

11It 1 s my mother. She can't be left alone." 

"Well, bring her along too. Does she like loud music?" 

"She listens to the radio all day- - WUNI, that country and western 

station. 11 

"We 1 ll find a corner for her by the stereo. She can change records, 

be our disc-jockey. Would she like that?" 

I pause and consider the question. "I reckon so." 

It takes every bit of energy I have to convince/Whitley and Mama to 

go to the party. Whitley doesn't have an ounce of sense when it comes to 

social matters, and besides, he admits he's anti-social. He'd rather 

sit by himself at the table and juggle numbers which have no ¼neaning. 

"We don't know these people, 11 he says over and over. It becomes 

his refrain. I try to squeeze him into a red turtleneck sweater. 11 m 

about three inches taller than Whitley, and he keeps shaking his head to 

one side. "Stop it, you' re hurting my neck. I don't like red. I never 

wear it.'' 

11Well, be still. I don't have time to fool with you. You're a grown 

man. You can dress yourself. I've got to go downstairs and strip Mamao 

That's a task .i.µ itself. You know how hard-headed she can be. 11 

Whitley peels off the red turtleneck and throws it clear across the 
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room. "I'm not wearing a red outfit. 11 

"That red gives you a little lift, papa. Your skin's so sallow it 

looks as if you've been embalmed. You need all the help you can get. 11 

"We don't even know these people." 

"This is a good way to get to know them. 11 

"You've made your mind up about this, haven't you, Doris?" 

"That's right. And you' re coming along with me, whether you 

like it or not, and we' re going to have one hell of a good time at the party 

whether you like it or not. I'm tired of being a recluse. Even Mama 

says we don't get out enough. 11 

"Shit, fl he mumbles and puts on a white shirt and tie. 

Downstairs, I find Mama in the usual white wicker chair beside 

the window. She's mumbling hibiscus over and over, and the radio's 

been snapp.ed off. When I mention that it's time to get ready for the 

party, she looks at me with blank eyes. "What party?" 

"The Brightington's party, Mama. Next door. We're invited. 11 

"Hibiscus. " 

''What?'' 

"That was the night the hibiscus bloomed. The rain came down, 

and we stuck our heads out the window and sang 'Holy, Holy, Holy. 111 

"What in God's name are you talking about? We don't have time 

for another memory. We go down Memory Lane too often as it is. You' re 

getting as bad ~s Whitley with storie? that go nowhere. Come on, now, 

get into the wheelchair. I'll help you." 
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Mama resists me, squirming and throwing her tiny arms into 

the air in protest. When we get to her room, she says behind my back 

as I inspect her closet for a party dress, "You better stop bossing Whit

ley.around. A man gets tired of that real soon and starts lookin' around 

elsewhere for his satisfaction. I know exactly what's cookin' in this 

house, and I don't like the smell of it. 11 

"I guess this black one will have to do," I say, pretending I didn't 

hear her. 

When we get to the party, it's been in progress for an hour. We 

walk in (Whitley pushes Mama's wheelchair) nervous and uncertain about 

the whole thing. I notice immediately -that the average age of the Brighting

ton's guests is around twenty-five. Mrs. Brightington sees us from a 

smoke-filled corner of the room and rushes over to us. "Glad you could, 

make it. 11 She smiles at Whitley and takes the wheelchair from him. 

"Captain Bisby's chained to his swivel in the bedroom, so d~n't worry 

about him. Let's find a space for granny by the terrarium, then you 

can relax. 11 

She wheels Mama past the guest-filled sofa. The stereo, long 

and low like a coffin, blares out the kind of honky-tonk music Mama 

listens to on the radio. Mrs. Brightington positions the wheelchair next 

to the stereo so that Mama can see the albums stacked on top. The plants 

inside the terrarium vibrate, and the soil looks moist and exotic. 

Mama has a startled expressi?n on her face, but she's interested. 

One of the guests, a girl in a pair of tight levis, taps her on the knee and 
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starts talking to her. The music blasts out side conversations, and I 

can barely hear myself think. I look for Whitley, but he's been whisked 

away by Mrs. Brightington. I walk across the room, nodding to the 

young couples half-dancing, half- standing in clusters. I want to stop 

and inspect, but everything moves at a fast pace. 

A young man with bright red hair introduces himself as Mr. Bright

:i.ngton, and I shake his hand. He seems to have a sensible disposition. 

"My wife says you've really got it together. I mean, we' re really proud 

and all to live next door to you and your husband. I mean it's like- - 11 He 

pauses, searchingly, his hand cutting the air. 111t1 s like our own parents 

next door, you know what I mean?'' 

11We don't have all the answers, Mr. Brightington. 11 

"I know, but I bet we could call on you any time and you'd probably 

be there, you know? '' 

''We probably would. We never go anywhere. 11 

"I'm sorry. I forgot I was keeping you from the bar. What can I 

fix you? 11 

· 11A Tom Collins. 11 

Two couples are dancing--! guess that's dancing--in the center of 

the room. I can't see Mama on the other side because people are in the 

middle. I begin to notice small things--the different brand names on 

people's jeans. A girl with straight blonde hair hanging to her waist slides 

by and smiles. "Get. down, rr she say;,, and I think maybe it's L3r way of 

telling me to take a seat. 
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111 don't think there's a chair available right now, honey, but that's 

okay. l don't mind standing. " 

111 mean get down- -DANCE. 11 The last word pops out of her mouth 

like bubble gum. She smiles and moves on. l turn to talk to Mr •. Brighting

ton, and l feel a tall glass slipping into my hand., l accept it and sip- - it's 

very strong. 

"A couple of those and you'll be bumping along." l hear Mr. Brighting

ton's voice, but l don't see him. The crowd has thickened. I'm peering 

over shoulders, heads, arms, rear-ends. Get down, I think, and brush 

away a sweet cloud of smoke drifting into my eyes. 

l see Whitley, of all people, dancing with Mrs. Brightington. 1' m 

horrified. Mrs. Brightington has taught dance at the Margo Ward School 

of Dance. She's a professional. Whitley moves like someone out of a 

forties movie--slowly, stiffly. l don't think he knows how old-fashioned 

he looks. Mrs. Brightington pivots her broad young hips arokd him. 

l push and squeeze n1y way over to Mania's corner. Two couples 

are sitting around her wheelchair. Mama uses her hands excitedly, 

gesticulating. 

"Sounds like fountain.," a girl cries. "Fountain, fountain, uh ••• 

uho •• oh! ••• MOUNTAIN! WHEN THE MOON COMES OVER THE MOUN-

TAIN ! 11 She leaps from the floor, cheerleader- style, her arms flying 

out to Mama for confirmation. Mama nods yes, and the girl hugs her. 

"Oldies but goldies., 11 a young rnan says to me. "Your mother sure 

knows her rn.usic. 11 
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I stare at Whitley over my shoulder. I don't like the way Mrso 

Brightington bumps her hips against his back, sides and rear-end. I 

don't like it at all. She dances too fast. She's not Whitley's speed. He 

needs a slower partner. 

"Do you want to play charades? 11 the young man asks me. 

''Are you ready to go? 11 I ask Mama. 

"No. 11 She thumbs through the stereo albums. 

Whitley stands in a crowded spot looking crumpled, his tie twisted 

to one side, his collar wrinkled and wet with perspiration. Mrs. Brighting

ton has deserted him for a livelier partner, and he looks disappointed. 

In a brief, exasperated glance, he examines the young faces swirling 

around him. He looks outdistanced, outdanced, outs:J.one. 

"Let's get out of here.'' 

But Mama is resoluteo She shakes her head no and slips a record 

out of its cover, positions it on the turntable and flips the RE~ECT switch. 

A sudden star~ silence drowns out the loud gyrating rock-n-roll. Every

one stops dancing and looks surprised. Mrs. Brightington peers dis

approvingly toward Mama. The record drops softly, the needle sliding 

into the groove.. A crooning voice sings "Strangers in the Night. 11 Several 

guests giggle, and Mrs. Brightington mutters, "Where did she dig THAT 

one up?" 

"Go dance with Whitley, 11 Mama says. "He needs you, don't you see? 11 

I haven't dance.cl with Whitley in years, but the sight of him bedraggled, 
. ' 

worn out, humiliated, is more than I can bear. When I walk up to him, 
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he puts his arms around my waist. Both of us are surprised. We lean 

into a slow, old-fashioned two-step. He guides me across the floor, 

and Mrs. Brightington' s guests watch us. Leaning down, I rest my head 

against his shoulder. 

"I didn't know you wanted to dance," he whispers. 

"You didn't ask me. You never ask me. You haven't asked me in 

years." 

11We used to dance, didn't we? We were good dancers. Remember 

the contest we won? t1 

11 That was years ago., Whitley, before we got married. I've just 

about forgotten how to follow. t1 

11 You' re doing fine, Doris, just fine." 

It's true. llve almost forgotten the nice way our bodies touch and 

what a great dancer he used to be. We drift across the floor, absorbed 

in our slow motions. I feel light on my feet. And when the sbng ends, we 

stop in a thin shuffle; that leaves us looking into one another's eyes. The 

crowd applauds. I blush. Mrs. Brightington quickly puts on another 

record. The disco music fills in the silence, and suddenly the dog, Captain 

Bisby, bounces into the room, barking and dragging his leash behind him. 

"Oh no!" Mrs. Brightington wails. "He broke his leash again! 11 

Captain Bisby rushes over to Mama and begins riding her leg. Mama 

srniles distantly as if she doesn't know what's going on. Mr. Brightington 

pulls the dog off her leg and Iug·s hiY11- to the bedroom. Whitley, meanwhile, 

thanks Mrs. Brightington for inviting us. He takes Mama's wheelchair, 
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and we step out into the fresh night air. I notice the stars for the first 

time in years. Inside the house, before we even lock the doors, Mama 

blurts out, "Mayhe you could take a few cooking lessons from Mrso 

B rightington, Doris. " 

"Wait JUST a minute," I say. "If I promise to go to the Health 

Food store first thing in the morning, Mama, will you promise to stop 

coaching Whitley in the kitchen? He's ruined all my Teflon skillets." 

''But I'm a chef in the making!" Whitley declares triumphantly. 

Mama retires, and in the bedroom upstairs, Whitley takes off 

his coat and tie pensively. 11 You know, the Brightingtons are pretty 

nice people, aren't they? 11 

"You said we didn't even know them. 11 

''Yes, but--do you know what she told me? She told 1ne we were 

the hit of the party and for us to come back to their next one. " 

I glance out the bedroom window at the Brightington 1 s hbuse next 

door. Their bright lights will burn through the night until dawn. But 

tonight, Whitley goes downstairs to turn off our lights. 



GOING OUT OF BUSINESS 

Belle wasn't afraid of negotiating the vertical distance of the 

high- rise building or of getting stuck in the elevatoro Loretta was silly 

to be afraid, but then she was afraid of everything, including traffic 

fatalities (she kept a list of all the famous personages struck and killed 

by cars--Pierre Curie and Margaret MitcheH were classic examples). 

She was also afraid of natural catastrophes such as hurricanes, floods 

and fires which rampaged cities and wiped out millions in property 

damage. Losing her job was a constant, nagging fear, and she confessed 

to Belle that eventually--she was sure of this--eventually her husband, 

Nimbus, would leave hero When Belle asked Loretta how she could be 

so sure, Loretta shook her head and said,__!_ just know. 

Dr. Cappon had moved his dress shop ''Fine Feathers" to the 

seventeenth floor of the Richilieu Building because he believed a woman 

did not want to see the face of her husband or boyfriend or child in the 

street below. In the airy domain of the boutique, he fostered the illusion 

that the average woman could rise above the status quo of her home life. 

In "Fine Feathers, 11 dresses were a cut above the average., The trick 

mirrors made the woman appear slimmer and taller than she actually 

was. And yet, business, unexplainably, was failing. Loretta attributed 

38 
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the failure to the new location of the shop. She looked out the seventeenth 

story window and trembled. 

"Nobody wants to shop this high up," she said. "I'm afraid of 

high density living. I'm afraid of buildings higher than five or six 

stories. Seven's my limit. I'm afraid." 

Belle marked down the dresses on the rack by 20% and watched 

Loretta bite her nails. ''What are you afraid of? 11 The words slipped 

out before she had a chance to tnink, and instantly she chided herself. 

She already knew what Loretta was afraid of. Everything. 

"Nobody's been in all morning," Loretta said. ''Don't you think 

an intelligent man like Dr. Cappon would realize people feel trapped 

in these kinds of buildings? t do, I feel trapped witl;l. the sun cut off. 

I feel afraid. Dr. Cappon is no comfort, flying off hither and thither. 

At least when he's here, I feel secure knowing someone's in charge. " 

*' 
She clutched her elbows, bent her head thoughtfully and pace~ between 

dress racks, biting her nails. She was so thin she lurched when she 

walked, and Belle was fascinated by Loretta's emotional whirlwinds 

which created black chaos over their heads a The sudden blow might come 

from any direction. Belle liked to think of herself as having a built-in 

gyroscope by which, amid conflicting currents, she always kept her 

balance. Unlike Loretta, she had never been through a nervous break-

down. Even now, two years after her recovery, Loretta was still a 

borderline cas_e. Belle tried cdnsta~tly to assuage her fears, but Loretta 

seemingly had a pipeline to God. She knew everything in advance, and 



she assailed Belle with tragic predictionso 

"Do you know what's going to happen to Dr. Cappon?" 

"No, what's going to happen? 11 

"Never mind, I shouldn't tell you these things. 11 

"No, go ahead Loretta. Tell me what's going to happen to Dr. 

Cappon. " She pushed a black dinner dress to the back of the rack. 
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Four years ago, she had dated James Cappon before he opened his business, 

when he still taught philosophy at the university. But they had broken 

off their relationship, and now Belle thought James was a little adamant 

about what looked good ·on women. Whenever she dropped hints about 

a line of dresses which wasn't selling, he cut her short. He made special 

trips to Atlanta and New York to buy wholesale fashions, but Belle 

thought his taste, once impeccable, wa.s going downhill- -he was losing 

his sense of style. 

"Dr. Cappon is going to go bankrupt, I'm afraid." 

''How do you know? 11
. 

"We've only sold two dresses in the past week, Belle. Use your 

common sense! You' re going to lose your job, and I'm going to lose 

mine. Dr. Cappon, poor Dr. Cappon, will lose everything--his home, 

his wife, his prestige. " 

"He's not married, " Belle said~ 

"Oh. Then he'll lose his home and prestige. 11 

"He doe ~n 1t own a hon1e. · He lives in an apartment across the 

street.'' 
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"Then he'll lose his prestige. 11 

"Impossible. He has a Ph.D. in philosophy. He's a Rhodes Scholar. 

Rhodes Scholars never lose their prestige. Even on their death beds, they 

die with equanin1ity. 11 

''How do you know all this ? ' 1 

Belle smiled. "A little bird told me. Dr. Cappon and I have 

distant relations. 11 

"You don't act as if you' re related. Why aren't you more familiar 

with him? 11 

"Come off it. I'm just pulling your leg.'' 

A cloud rolled over Loretta's face, and she felt irrepressibly 

saddened that Belle could joke in times like these. /Dr. Cappon was on 

the brink of losing his business. She clasped her hands together and 

paced the shop. She was worried about the man, and the location of 

his shop. "In France they have building codes. Businesses ~ren 1t 

allowed to build higher than five or six. stories. The government doesn't 

want high- rise structures to ruin the skyline. That idea really appeals 

to me. With the French, it's always beauty first. Belle, do you think 

l' m cracking up again? 11 

Belle stuck the top on the magic marker. "You sounded fine until 

you asked 1ne if you were cracking up. No, Loretta, I don't think you' re 

cracking up. I think you' re losing your mind." 

"Stop jok,ing, Belle, I'm s·eriou,s~ · How can you always be so 

light-hearted and level-headed? Don't you ever have moods?" 
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Belle closed her eyes and recalled the power blackout four years 

ago. She had been caught in an elevator then, trapped for five hours 

with James Cappon. He taught her to chant, and while they waited., they 

chanted "Ar-ar-r-r-e-e-e-0-0-0-m-m-m," and when the power was 

restored, she stepped out of the elevator blindingly high. It was shortly 

afterwards that she started dating him, but two months later, her mother 

was struck and killed by a truck which veered out· of control on a wet 

street. She had been directing traffic at a school intersection, and the 

children were safely on the other side when the truck lost control. As 

soon as Belle told Loretta about the incident, Loretta started her list 

of famous personalities killed by cars. When she crossed the street 

herself, she looked both ways several times, and would wait for thirty 

minutes until no car was in sight. Even when the pedestrian lights said 

WALK, Loretta waited. When the lights said DON'T WALK, she stood 

back several feet from the sidewalk for fear that a car, like fhe truck 

which killed Belle's mother, would go askew and end up up on the side

walk. Loretta claimed that she had read about such accidents. So 

Belle did not tell her about her affair with James Cappon. It was privi

leged information she kept to herself. The past was effete, and she 

wanted to keep it that way. If Loretta knew the facts, she would squeeze 

Belle's past into the same dark, constrictive corner into which she 

squeezed the futureo Even in the present, Belle did not feel entirely safe 

with Loretta. · 

Unlike Loretta and James, Belle had no pressing worries or 
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complicationso Her life seemed singularly free of problems, and some-

times she would think things are going well, :too well, and she would be 

tempted to view life through an apprehensive haze, expecting the sky to 

fall any moment. She had stopped dating James Cappon because nothing 

in their relationship ever changed. She wrote a poem about it and gave 

it to him: "Things ran out to an even keel. /There was no tipping of the 

boat, no sudden splashes, no tendril sprays." He looked very vulnerable 

when he read it, and he told her it made him sad. It made her sad, too, 

and admittedly, she felt an occasional pang of regret that she had broken 

off the relationship. She lived by herself, but her three cats kept her 

company, and when she was not at work, she spent her time sewing or 

writing poems or reading mysteries. She fantasizesl about taking a new 

lover, but all the young men she had met recently were either married 

or gayo Besides, a lover made inroads on one's time, interfe.red with 

one's essential freedom. Her sister had looked at her severMy one day 

and said, "You don't want much from life, do you?" Belle paused, a 

little shaken by her sister's bluntness, and replied, "All I really want 

is to be at peace with myself. That's all I truly want." It was true that 

she expected no extravagances, demanded no special indulgences for 

herself. She tried to remain realistic about life's possibilities without 

becoming miserable in the process. There were always people around 

like Loretta who responded negatively to everything that happened, ex

pecting the worst from every situati~n. · Belle didn't want to be pulled 

that far down. She tried to keep her distance from depressives. 
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The bells on the door jingled, and James Cappon entered the shop, 

entering as a customer might, surveying the merchandise disinterestedly, 

eyeing the layout critically. He was dressed in an old tweed jacket and 

grey slacks, and he called out to Belle and Loretta in the back of the 

shop. "Much business today? 11 

11Not a soul,'' Loretta answered. "Dr. Cappon, what are you going 

to do about no sales? 11 His face was unusually ruddy, and she suspected 

he had been drinking. 

Dr. Cappon handed her a folded newspaper and smiled,, "Read 

this ad. Tomorrow, you' 11 have more business than you can handle. 

Wait and see. 11 

Loretta took the newspaper. "You sure are c.Dnfident. 11 

"Why shouldn't he be? 11 Belle said. "With everything marked down, 

I don't see how a woman could pass up some of these bargains." 
,%, 

Dr. Cappon gazed at Belle. "I can't afford not to be cohfident any 

more, and everything has its price, doesn't it?" He unlocked the door 

to his office, went in and closed the door behind him. Loretta and Belle 

listened to the sound of his typewriter. 

"What did he me.an by that ?11 Loretta murmured. "He tries to 

be cheerful, but I I rr1 afraid he's beyond the point of no return,, 11 

Belle inspected the boxed advertisement in the newspaper: 

Dr. James Cappon will present an Icarus 
exhibition on tµe seventeenth floor of his 
boutique 11 Fine Feathers" at ten o'clock 
a. rn., Wednesday, January 10, 19 __ 
The public is cordially invited. 



"That's not a bad way to attract customers, but that doesn't 

mean they' re going to buy any merchandise. It's odd, but I had no 

idea James was interested in arto He doesn't even have any paintings 

in his office or at- - 11 

"There are sides to him we'll never know," Loretta said. "I've 
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always wanted to live my life by the straight, hard rules, but my 

weakest moments come when I realize there aren't any, and that day 

by day, there are people out there who can't wait to lose control. And 

for every person who loses control, there's a victim right around the 

corner, just like your poor mother, just waiting to be hit. 11 

Belle sighed heavily. She had had enough of Loretta's fatalism 

for one day. Even her own eyes were beginning to look darkly resolute 

under the bright lights of the boutique. 

By nine o'clock the next morning, the shop was crowde4 with 

middle-aged women who entered expectantly, although there were no 

paintings on display yeto They looked puzzled, and asked Loretta and 

Belle if they had the correct shop. Belle told them to be patient, please. 

But both of them grew unsettled, waiting for James Cappon to come 

out of his office with the paintings. 

"Maybe we should ren1ind him of the time, 11 Belle said. 

"He's a little absent--minded." 

Belle ma.noeuvered around the !acks of clothes to his office, knocking 

lightly on the door. There was no answer. "James, I'm sorry to bother 
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you, but there's an expectant crowd out here. 11 

The door opened. James Cappon stood in the doorway, a beautiful 

pair of white feathered waxed wings spanning either side. His face and 

eyes were illuminated, and he smiled. Belle stared, dumfounded. She 

caught her breath. "I wanted to remind you of the time. " 

''Do you know what time it is ? " His voice sounded curiously empty, 

flat, re signed. 

''It's time for your exhibit. " 

"It's too late. You were right, Belle, nothing changed." 

Belle felt herself growing panic- stricken. But she managed to 

keep fear out of her voice. "We change every day. Everybody changes, 

James, and you don't have to rock the boat to do that. 11 

"Ladies! Please move in closer for the Icarus display! 11 Dr. 

Cappon announced in a loud, other-worldly voice. 

i Belle tried suddenly to enter the office, but the crowd df women, 

already assembling in front of his door, blocked her way, and from 

where she stood, she could see his window was open. She stared aG 

the wind ruffled the single sheet of paper lying on his desk, blowing it to 

the window ledge. Dr~ Cappon remained motionless, but something 

quickened behind his eyes. He sprang toward the window, turning 

sideways, and with a little shuffle of the feet, he cleared the window 

frame. Belle tried to cry out, but the sound of panic had become alien 

to her ears, apd the women seemed tp agree among themselves that 

Dr. Cappon was a clever businessman with an unusual sens.e of the 
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dramatic. On the ledge, he looked at the sun reverentlyo He folded 

his hands, flapped his wings several times, crouched and leapt upward. 

Several women crowded into the office. When they looked out the window 

at the figure plummeting through the air, they gasped, falling back upon 

one another. Belle cried out, screaming, her eyes fastening on the 

white sheet of paper which contained one word: ascensus. It drifted 

across the ledge, and seventeen stories below, she heard brakes squealing 

and the dull sound of metal piling on metal. 



SPRING FEVER 

It was 1958, and the music from Jimmy Vance's radio blared from 

the back of People's Supply Store. In the one-way mirror over the soft 

drink cooler, Dian saw his reflection. She felt like running out of the 

store, running back home. She had just broken up with him after going 

steady for four months, the longest she had gone steady with any boy. 

He carried a transistor radio everywhere he went, .and to her, he was 

still the best-looking boy at Lathan Fork High School. But now she had 

torn up the picture he had given her, his blond hair-combed straight back 

and his collar turned up, torn it into tiny bits and flushed it down the 

toilet. On the back of the picture he had written: "All Shook Up. '' 

Tearing up the picture, she cried, and to console herself, ju~t to prove 

once and for all that he no longer had any power over her, she wrote on 

a scrap of paper: 11 You n1ay be shook up, Jimmy Vance, but to me you' re 

all screwed up. 11 Then she burned the notes he had written to her in 

study hall. 

She was embarrassed over the way she looked, dressed in an old 

pair of tight shorts, a sloppy tee-shirt, her hair in curlers. Red, irrita

ted pimples clustered on her chin and forehead. The rings encircling 

her neck, whiGh we re not dirt rings 9he told her friends, but a skin dis

coloration, glearned darkly. The store was long, narrow and cool inside. 
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She tried to lose herself at the school supplies counter, thumbing · 

disinterestedly at the writing tablets with pictures of Elvis, Dale Evans 

and Gate Storm (whose complexion was peaches-and- cream perfection) 

on the cover. The music from the transistor traveled closer to where 

she was standing. She rounded the next aisle, listening and estimating 

his distance from her. She walked to the back of the store, hearing the 

screen door slam and the music recede. Slowly, she counted to twenty, 

then went to the front, cautiously. 

Glancing out the advertisement-plastered window, she saw Jimmy's 

suped-up Chevy with white walls parked in front. He leaned against the 

hood, gulping a coke and talking to L. J. Dearborn, and she wished he 
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would leave. When they broke up and she gave his ring back, he wrote 

her a note saying she had broken his heart. She didn't believe it, but 

wanted to believe it, and thought of Elvis I s lyrics: 11 Let ·me w;ear your 

ring around my neck, and tell the world l'rn yours by heck. 11 For the 

four months they had gone steady, she felt she really belonged to him, 

but now that was all over, and she hated his guts. I never want to lay 

eyes on him again, she thought. 

Her girlfriends, especially Dee Dee Babcott, had warned her that 

Jimmy would try to get into her pants, but she had not listened. On their 

second date at the drive-in (they only half-way watched the movie, 

"Tammy Tell Me True, 11 with Debbie Reynolds), he put his arm around 

her, and she leaned her head against 'his shoulder. They watched the 

boy and girl in the car next to them neck, and Dian told Jimmy she thought 



he had better find another space. Reluctantly, he drove slowly along 

the gravelly aisles with his headlights on, the parked cars honking at 

him and heads sticking out, shouting "Dim your lights, stupid! 11 

On their third date, they went to a sock hop at Sage Armory in 
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Mobile, with Paul Dixon, host of "Dixon-On-Disc" emceeing the dance. 

They fast-danced and drank cokes in the hot, crowded room, and Dian 

wore her long hair in a ponytail and the tightest fitting sweater she 

could find. Before the dance was over, a group of boys had gotten into 

a fist-fight over a girl outside the arrnory. Glass was scattered in the 

parking lot, and the somber-looking cops had pushed their way into the 

packed crowd. Jimmy talked her into leaving early because he said the 

police were going to break up the dance. Like a fo0l, she believed him. 

They left in a roar, and Dian scooted near him when he tugged at her 

arm. He drove very fast, too fast, Dian warning him to slow down. 

Aimlessly, he veered off the road near Blue Lake. ' Dian said, 11 Why 

are we stopping here? 11 But she already had a sneaking suspicion, 

and when he cut the engine and headlights, Dian announced, 111£ you've 

got any IDEAS, Jimmy Vance, you can just FORGET it. 11 But she re-

mained right where she was. 

111 thought we'd just sit here and talk, 11 Jimmy said. They could 

see the pier on Blue Lake in the moonlight, and the woods surrounded 

then1 on one side, a fortification of darkness. Jimmy put his arm around 

her, touching ~er face tenderly-with ,his hand. Her face was warm, and 

she knew the make-up had merged with the oil, becoming a sticky, thick 
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sheen which smeared easily. My :face is so oily, she thought, you could 

fry an egg on it. She rummaged through her purse for a tissue, but she 

could find none, and Jimmy had put his lips on her neck. 

''DON'T Jimrny. 11 She squirmed away. "I didn't know you were 

going to pull this stunt or I never would have come with you." 

Then the police headlights shone blindingly behind them, and Jimmy 

muttered "Oh, shit. 11 The policeman peered in through the rolled-down 

window, his flashlight shining in their faces. 

"Are you kids par kin' out here? 11 

"Yes, sir, we're parked." 

"This ain't a very good place to park, son. 11 

"No, sir, I don't guess so. We just pulled over for a gaze at the 

moon. The moon sure is beautiful tonight. " 

11 Uh-huh. Did you just come from the dance?" 

11 Yes, sir." 

11 Len1me see your license." 

Jimmy pulled his wallet from his back pocket and flipped it open to 

his driver's license. He handed it to the policeman who scrutinized it. 

"I see you just turned seventeen. Where you from, son?" 

11 Lathan Fork. 11 

11 W ere you one of the boys that got in the fight?" 

"No, sir, I don't know anything about the fight. I was inside with my 

girl the whole time. 1 
'. 

"We found liquor in som.e of the cars, so you don't rnind if I 



check out your car, do you?" 

"No, sir, but I don't drink. There's no liquor in this car. I 

can guarantee you there's no liquor in this car. 11 
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"You and your girl wanna step out while I check everything? 11 

Jimmy looked at Dian helplessly, and they got out, standing awk

wardly on the side of the road, cars whizzing past. Jimmy stood de-

_ fensively with his hands on his hips while the cop stuck his flashlight 

along the front and back floorboard, along the dashboard, inside the 

glove compartment, and across the sun vis ors. 11W ould you 1nind 

openin' your tnmk? 11 

"Listen, I ain't got anything back there but a spare and a jack." 

''Would you give me the key? 11 

Jimmy handed the key to him and spat at the highway, his hands 

still on his hips, his neck craning forward, stiff with tension and anger. 

"Just hold your horses, son. 11 The cop opened the trun~, dipped 

the flashlight around and asked Jimmy to lift the tire. Jimmy grimaced, 

shoving and pulling at the heavy tire, lifting it so the cop could shine 

his light into the empty space. 

'
10kay. I guess you're clean. 11 The tire thudded into place. 

"A re you through now? 11 

"Next time, you kids best neck in a safer place. 11 

''We weren't necking!" Dian protested. Jimmy put a restraining 

hand on her arm. They got inside th,e car and waited while the police

man pulled onto the highway, sitting silently, watching the red tail lights 
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disappear. Then Jimmy climbed out, walked to the edge of the woods, 

and glancing cautiously behind him, pulled a bottle from a hollow tree 

stump. In side the car,. he took a long swig of gin and offered the bottle 

to Dian. 

"You can take me home now, '' she said. "And don't ever ask me 

out again. " But in two weeks, they made up, and he invited her for a 

drive. He was a perfect gentleman and bought her a coke. That's when 

she told him that she would accept his ring, which meant that they were 

officially going steady. A month later, he put his hand inside her blouse, 

and she slapped his face. It was all over between them. 

Dian stood in a corner beside the window, her eyes fastened on the 

blue Chevrolet parked in front. 

Mrs. Huggins, the owner of the store, smiled. "Are you afraid 

Jimmy will see you?'' 
i, 

Dian asked her if it would be all right if she waited until Jimmy 

left., Mrs. Huggins said she didn't mind-, but sometimes he hung around 

the store for hours. Dian hunched her shoulders, her fingers unconscious-

ly touching the blemishes on her chin. She would have to wait. Of all 

the people in the world, why did she have to run into Jimmy Vance on an 

innocent afternoon? 

Although it was already getting dark, Dian was afraid to leave her 

post in front o~ the window. She coul,d see Jimmy Vance lighting a 

cigarette, inhaling, blowing smoke rings into the air. He sat on his hood, 



one foot tucked underneath his leg. When a car whizzed past that he 

recognized, he shouted salutations. A car full of teen-age boys spun 

across the gravel and halted beside Jimmy's Chevy. They were boys 
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at Lathan Fork. Dian recognized the ditn pale faces and the loud voices 

of her classmates. She recoiled at Jimmy's casual, off-the- cuff ob

scenities. Someone had once told her that a preacher's son was the worst 

kind, and she believed it. Reverend Vance had forbidden Jimmy to go 

to the movies, to dance, to smoke or dr,ink, but Jimmy slipped around 

and did as he pleased. At school, he had a bad reputation, but girls fell 

in love with him just the same. Dian had fallen in love with him, and 

she was not over it yet. 

He reminded her of James Dean, her movie igol, and lying in bed 

at night, Dian fantasized that he owned the fastest car and together they 

were being pursued by the police. The car roared across endless stretches 

of highway and obscure, rutted country roads, all the while o~tdistancing 

and outmaneuvering the surly cops. In her fantasy, she sat very close to 

Jimmy, feeling his lithe body tensing at the wheel as he shot the car 

across unbelieveably dangerous terrain. Sometimes they were in another 

country, England perhaps, driving through thick fogs and only guessing 

at what lay ahead. 

Standing in the dim light, she wished that she could walk out of 

the store, but Jimmy would spot her as soon as she opened the door. 

There was no pack exit. His ci•gare~e ·glowed, and as he flicked the 

ashes and carried on with the boys in the car, Dian began to imagine 
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Mrs. Huggins growing impatient with her. "Are you ready to close?" 

Mrs. Huggins, seated on a stool behind the counter, was engrossed 

in a crossword puzzle. But she noticed the time, fully aware that Dian 

was using her store as a hang-out. The sign which hung in the window 

announced: SURE, WE'RE OPEN, and usually, she locked up at six 

o'clock. 

"Do you think he knows I'm here?" Dian could not keep the tremor 

out of her voice. 

"If he does, you may be spending the night. I know Jimmy Vance 

like the back of my hand." 

"This doesn't make sense, this is silly. I've got to go home." 

"Do you want me to go out and chase him away? " 

"Would you please, Mrs. Huggins? I'm going to get into trouble 

with my father if I'm not home soon." 

Mrs. Huggins took the pencil from behind her ear and l~id it 

beside the crossword puzzle. She slid off the stool and walked to the 

screen door. She looked at Jim.my sitting on his hood; she paused, 

framed against the darkness, her hands resting on her hips. 

"Jimmy Vance!" she called. "It's getting awfully late, and I'm 

ready to close my store. Don't you think you should be gettin' on home?" 

"I'm waiting for Dian to come out so I can drive her home.'' 

"He says he's waitin' for you, Dian." 

Dian blushed deeply and edged further away from the window, as 

if invisibility could be a cloak in which to conceal her face and be done 
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forever with ernbarras sing confrontations. "Tell him to leave me alone. 

I want to walk home- -alone. 11 

"Dian says she plans on walking home alone! 11 

11 Tell Dian it's dangerous for a girl to walk at night by herself. 

Tell her I want to talk to her about a lot of things." The carload of boys 

had left, and Jimmy sat alone on his hood, his eyes straining for a 

glimpse of Dian standing in the window. Her reserve about petting was 

merely a defense, and he prided himself on his ability to penetrate 

defenses and score. 

"Tell Jimmy Vance I 1m going to call my father if he doesn't leave 

me alone. 11 

11 Dian says she 1 s going to call her father if yoJ.1 don 1t leave her 

alone! 11 

"Tell Dian I don 1t care if she calls Pr-esident Eisenhower. Tell 

her I love her! 11 

11He says he loves you,, Dian. 11 Mrs. Huggins' head moved back

wards and forwards as she delivered the shouted messages. 

11 Tell him I hate him! Tell him I never want to see him again! 

Tell him I wish he was dead! 11 
· 

11She says go away, Jimmy, and leave her alone. 11 

11 Tell Dian she's the only girl for me! 11 

11 You're the only one, Dian. 11 

It occur~ed to Dian that despite, Mrs. Huggins' intervention, Jimmy 

was bullheaded enough to close his ears to reason and hang around until 
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she gave in. Her anger rose, and she felt the throb of her heart, 

palpitating, feeling as if it occupied the whole of her insides, a gigantic 

red machine pumping the blood second by second, searing with the 

white-hot vapors of her emotion. The image was so vivid that she felt 

suddenly faint, weak, crushed in by the darkness, the monstrous Chevy 

of her dreams, and Jimmy Vance's groping hands and warm, exploring 

lips. 

"I want you two kids to behave yourselves, 11 Mrs. Huggins said. 

''It would mean a lot to me if you would make up and be friends. 11 She 

urged Dian out of her corner and guided her toward the screen door. Dian 

halted, scrambling at the curlers in her hair, yanking them out quickly 

and crying little sharp cries of pain. Her hair bobbed wildly around her 

face in thick, tangled wads, and she held the curlers in both fists. Mrs. 

Huggins grabbed a sack from the counter and opened it. Dian dumped the 

curlers inside the bag, creased the top, and marched out of t~e store. 

When Jimmy saw her determined, uplifted chin, he felt a sharp regret 

that he had not been more aggressive on their first date. He jumped off 

the hood and caught up with her. She was striding rapidly ahead out of 

the parking lot toward horn.e. He touched her arm, and she slapped 

his hand away. She was beginning to cry, and she didn't want to cry. 

She bit her bottom lip and twisted her head to one side so that Jimmy 

would not see her face. 

"Hey, let me give you a lift hopie," he said. "I'm sorry about 

what went wrong between us. Will you let rn.e make it up to you?" 
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Dian choked back the anger, the tears, and kept walking. She 

continued walking, resolute in her silence. Despite Jimmy Vance's 

pleas, despite his familiar, reassuring gestures, she remained silent. 

He slipped his arm around her waist. At first, she knocked his arm 

away, but the narrow road back home was dark, and the moon had not 

risen. She felt afraid, anxious, and as his arm hooked around her waist 

the second time, she permitted him his momentary sense of security. 

But she granted nothing in the way of a reconciliation. His words were 

slick, smooth, as smooth as the thick blond hair he combed straight 

back from his brow. 

"All you have to do now, Dian, is turn around and let's go back 

to the store for my car. You don't want to walk all/the way to your house 

do you? It's at least a mile. That's a long way, and you don't want to 

get into trouble with your old man, do you? I' 11 take you home, drive you 

to your doorstep safe and sound, won't bother you ever again !if you 11'1 

just- -Dian, don't be cruel. " His voice sounded strained to her, but she 

concluded it was merely histrionics--Jimmy Vance moved to tears?-

unheard 6£, impossible.. She had no intention of answering him. He had 

no right to talk to her like this, no right to touch her or make her offers, 

no right to even look at her or call her na1ne. But at the same time, she 

liked the feel of his arm around her, the close, hard feel of his body 

moving beside herso If Dee Dee Babcott knew what was going on at this 

· very moment,, she would whisper to ~ian, Watch out, he's trying to ~ 

into your pants. And Dian remembered what Lona McCall had said once 
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to a boy who casually said to her at a dance, Gee, .!_ sure would like!£_~ 

into your pants. She had turned, without a trace of a smile on her lips, 

and answered, Why? Did you shit in yours? The anecdote had traveled 

fast at Lathan Fork, and day after day her girlfriends were giggling and 

repeating it, everyone amazed that Lona McCall had been so quick-witted. 

But Dian felt abandoned now of wit and self-assurance. She felt Jimmy 

slyly on the make, slowly taking control of the situation. He could coerce 

her into the woods and rape her if he so wished, she thought, and there 

would not even be a soul around to stop him. She felt her heart beat ex

citedly at th_e notion, and she bit her lip to keep herself from breaking 

away, flailing out her arms crazily at the next passing car. 

Jimmy Vance reassured Dian that she was safe with him. He kept 

his arm encircled around her waist and guided her off the road when-

ever they saw the headlights of an approaching car. She was tense, and 
$i 

' i 
it seemed that the more he reassured her, the stiffer she bec!ame. Every-

thing is fine between us, he kept saying, but everything was not fine. He 

was embarrassed to find himself fully aroused, and in order to diminish 

this sensation, he did sums in his head. It was hard adding numbers and 

trying to comfort Dian at the same time, and he was obsessed with his 

notion that in a romantic, relaxed setting, Dian would "melt in his arins, 11 

"submit to his en1braces," etc., and he could progress with his schedule 

of seduction. It did not matter much to him what happened after the s e-

duction .. 

rr Listen., Dian, " he said. "I want to make up to you for all the 
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times I tried to- -well, you know, go too far. My folks are going to 

Gatlinburg, Tennessee, in a month and they've given me permission to 

invite one o_f 1ny friends along. You're my best friend, and I was wonder

ing if you wanted to come. It would be lots of fun in the mountains and 

all,, How a bout it ? 1
' 

She was silent, thinking over Jimmy's proposal, excited at the 

prospect. The gossip at Lathan Fork would be unbearable. Everyone 

would say Jimmy had her under his thumb. "I've never been to the 

mountains before. But I don't think it would be proper, Jirnn1y. After 

all, we' re not even going steady any more. " She tried not to look at 

his eyes while she spoke. He had the most beautiful blue eyes, and the 

moon had risen, the spindly light breaking over the-plowed fields, illumin

ating the leaves and the road before them. The stars were clear, and 

the clouds had split away from. the moon, slowly dissipating, the wind 

carrying them away. Jimmy and Dian were approaching the hirt road 

which led to her house, and she was almost sorry that they would have 

to say goodbye so soon. Jin1my had his nerve, it was true, but he could 

be the sweetest, kindest boy whenever he wanted to be. 

"That's no problem, Dian," he offeredo He gently took her hand 

and held it in his own for several seconds, gazing serenely into her 

eyes. "If you'll be my girl again, that's no problem, and there'll be 

no problems- -I'd be very happy again. Will you, Dian, will you be my 

girl again? '' 

Dian thought Jimmy was corny with his romantic overture, but 



while she was fully aware of what he was asking, how he was asking, 

she felt a genuine liking, a genuine fondness for hirn. He was a card, 

all right, but at least he had persistence, and that was more than she 

could say for the other mealy-mouthed boys at Lathan Fork. 

"Okay, Jimn1y, I'll accept your ring if you' re really sure you 
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want me to be your girl again. " She was thinking that he could have any 

girl he wanted, despite his bad reputation, and here he was choosing her. 

She wasn't even a knockout either like Lona McCall. 

They were walking into the driveway, and she paused, her hand 

linked with Jimmy's. He took off his class ring and slipped it onto her 

finger. It was too large, of course, and it wobbled loosely around her 

thin finger, but she held it in her palm, feeling won_derful. 

'
1I 1 d be delighted to accept your invitation to Gatlinburg. And I hope 

you haven't forgotten about the prom coming up soon. 11 

* 
11No, I haven't forgotten. Dian, you've made my night ~y letting 

me walk you home. Thank you. May I kiss you to show my appreciation?" 

"Well, I don't know about that. 11 Dian's voice was high-toned, 

indignant. She hesitated, then pulled closer to himo "Oh, I guess you 

can kiss me on this cheek. 11 

As he kissed her on the right cheek, a blue cloud, which hung low 

in the sky, entwined around the moon, drifted past it. The moonlight 

broke whitely on their faces, and the yard was cast in chiaroscuro. 

Jimmy smiled. He would seduce hei: m Gatlinburg. 



PLACEBO 

None of the patients moved uncomfortably in their seats or 

rustled magazines they weren't interested in or crossed and re- crossed 

impatient legs that wanted to go anywhere. They sat complacently 

chewing their cuds on the thirteenth floor of the Medicine Man Medical 

Building. They grazed on the potted plants, shredding leaf by leaf the 

philodendrons which lined the windows. 

None of the children whimpered alphabetically with high fevers. 

Even Mrs. Zees, who wiped dust off the leaf before biting into it, 

watched calmly as her ten-year-old daughter, Gillespie, crawled on all 

fours. Since the bovine flu vaccination, a growing complace3?-cy, an 
I 

inability to do more than stir from one's grazing ground, had replaced 

worry and fretfulness.. Before the vaccination, Gillespie's brown 

spindly legs had been normal. She had picked at sores on her knees 

like other children, kicked into the air, squirmed against her mother, 

knocked magazines out of racks. After the vaccination, however, her 

legs had swollen to elephantine proportions. She rolled her eyes and 

lolled her tongue. Mrs. Zees did not know how she and her husband and 

her son, Brother Baby, had escaped the transformation., She had wit

nessed close .friends and relatives herded into cattle cars and shipped 
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to pasture in New Jersey. The government denied that there were any 

side effects from the bovine flu vaccination. 

Brother Baby, thirty-one years old, wandered listlessly, a fever 

blister on his upper lip. He tried sitting in one of the tiny tot chairs 

against the wall, but he did not fit. He stared idly at his mother and 

picked up a book: The Story of Jesus for Children Learning to Walk and 

Talk, by Frances Gaye, Ph. Do 

Mr. Zees had developed cataracts since the vaccination. He 

shifted his weight in the chair. 

"Can't you wait till we get home?" Mrs. Zees said to him. 11 Look. 

They've got that part of the hall roped off. NO COWS ADMITTED. You 

might get into trouble. " 

Mr. Zees sat on his hands, turned sideways, crossed his legs, 

finally muttering to Mrso Zees, "When you got to go, you got to go. 

It's human nature .. " 

"If you get lost back there, don't bleat for me to guide you back. 

I'm not your seeing eye dog. ff 

Self-consciously, Mr. Zees inched his way down the dark plush 

corridor. He didn't notice that the tiny stick figure on the otherwise 

unrnarked door was a lady instead of a rnan. The only difference in 

the stick figures on the two doors was that the Ladies' room stick 

figure carried a small, almost indecipherable stick purse. 

The two .doors .were separated ,by a water fountaino Dr. Leon, 

young, dark, slick with the nurses, sipped the weak stream of water. 
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When Mr. Zees blinked vacantly at the stick figure which, even close 

up, looked like a man carrying a can1era, Dr. Leon smiled to himself. 

He liked to hear nurses shriek. They could stand anything, Leon thought, 

anything- - blood and guts, guts and blood- - but as soon as a man pounced 

in on them, they shrieked. 

When Mr. Zees walked into the Ladies' room, Nurse Pocket had 

just pulled up her pantyhose. She stood before the mirror writing on 

the wall with her lipstick: "This room smells like fingerfucking fish

water. 11 Mr. Zees blinked rapidlyo Nurse Pocket backed into the stall 

and whined. 11Don't come in here, you beast! 11 

"Excuse me, ma'an1, please excuse me. 11 

Dr. Leon smiled as Mr. Zees slipped out the/door, hunching. 

"Hey mister. What's wrong? Blind or something? 11 

'
1How did I know that was the wrong door? 11 

¾ 

11 Co1ne here, buddyo 11 Dr. Leon guided Mr. Zees by tlie elbow 

until they were standing three inches from the door. With his surgically 

precise index finger, Dr • .Leon pointed at the stick nurse. 11 Men don't 

carry purses, mister. Jn case you don't know. 11 

111 didn't know what that line was. tt 

"You do now., though, don't you ? 11 

1INowadays you can't tell which is which. They try to be cute with 

everything. 11 

Brother .Baby ambled into the ~orridor. The book hung loosely 

in his hand, and when he saw Dr. Leon he mumbled. Dr. Leon cringed. 
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"My God, " he said. 11What a hulk. " 

Brother Baby handed the book to Dr. Leon and staggered into the 

Men's room. 

"Nowadays," Mr. Zees said, "they can't wait to trip you up some

where. They' re out there everywhere waiting just so they can make an 

idiot out of you. How was I supposed to know? I couldn't wait. 11 

''Who is that idiot? 11 

"Before the vaccination, he was an English professor. All he can 

do now is moan. It's a sad story. " 

"What are you doing back here? This area i::;; off-limits. 11 

"Only people who's well these days is doctors and nurses and 

government people. I tell you, you got a bunch of rnighty sick folks 

out there waiting for you to cure the1n. Most of 'em don't even act 

like folks anymore. 11 

$' 

Nurse Pocket had en~erged from the Ladies' room, he¾ dignity 

intacto She sat behind the desk typing death certificates, but she rose 

from her station and joined Dr.- Leon. Hot, indignant words thrummed 

through her head as she listened to Mr. Zees' presumption. She hated 

patients of any age, particularly the bovine flu casualties. She had been 

instrumental in innoculating hundreds of persons on V-Day, only three 

months ago. 11Doctor, do you want me to charge this patient with an 

extra visit? The Central Bureau could easily move him to the stockyards. 11 

"Please. don 1t call the Central Bureau. Look. l' ma sick man. 
- , 

My family's dying. What can you do to help us? 11 
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Dr. Leon smiled. His white teeth were immaculate. "Put you 

out of your misery. For free. " 

The door to the Men's room swung open. Brother Baby lurched 

into the hall. Nurse Pocket, frightened, took Dr. Leon's hand and 

leaned against his body. He slipped his hand around her waist. Brother 

Baby mumbled. 

"What's he saying? 11 Nurse Pocket said. 

"He's trying to say 'booko I It's the only word he knows. 11 

"Zip your fly and put this book where it belongs," Dr. Leon told 

him. Brother Baby stared uncomprehendingly at the book, ragged along 

the binding where he had chewed on it. Tears formed behind Mr. Zees' 

cataracts. 

"Ain't it a case?" He turned and entered the Ladies' room. At 

the sink, he examined his face in the mirror. His eyes were milky 
t-, 

blue, and strong light hurt them. He liked to close them and! imagin•e 

himself grazing through grassy aisles surrounded by hedges. 

Brother Baby sat on the floor and leaned against the door of the 

Ladies' room, stretching his legs. Inside, Mr. Zees drank water from 

the faucet and tried pushing the door open, but it wo~ldn 1t budgeo He 

wondered if Dr. Leon had locked him in the Ladies' room in order to 

call the Central Bureau. 

In the waiting room, Mrs. Zees slapped Gillespie's face, dropped 

her purse on the floor, straightened, her skirt and strolled up to the 

receptionist's desk. T:he blonde receptionist typed death certificates 



for patients who had died in the waiting room that morning. Many of 

the names were not spelled correctly on the certificates, but she de

cided that since the patients were dead it didn't really mattero 

Mrs. Z ees tried to get the· receptionist's attention. She leaned 
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on the counter and smiled. The patients pretended they didn't see the 

outstretched bodies. They ate the philodendrons and stared into thin air. 

Mrs. Zees noticed a spot of blood on her skirt where Gillespie had pressed 

her bleeding mouth. She didn't mean to slap her, but the sight of blood 

reminded her of slaughter, and the image of slaughterhouses outraged 

her. Mrs. Zees cleared her throat. The receptionist looked up, alarmed., 

Her hand reached for something beneath the counter. She aimed the 

pistol at Mrs. Zees' head. "You're out of line. G9 back to your seat. ti 

flHow do you do ? I was ju st wondering if- - 11 

"If you want to know about Medicare, the Central Bureau dis

continued it on V -Day. 90% of the population filed claimso 11 
, The pistol 

was cocked and level. 

"My husband. He went into the bathroom. Hasn't come back yet. 11 

"What do you want me to do about it? Just remember who's holding 

the gun. fl 

"Go ahead and pull the trigger. Put me out of my misery. " 

"Hop to hell and back. rt 

11 Listen. People are dying by the hundredso People are dropping 

like flies. I c.an't find my husband. 1
,
1 

"Hop to hell and back.- fl 



. "Would it do any good for me to look outside? Suppose he 

wandered into the plaza by any chance ? 11 

"Hop to hell and back. 11 
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The sign on Dr. Leon's door read: EAT ANIMALS. DON'T LOVE 

THEM. A photograph of the doctor was also tacked on the door. The 

photo showed Dro Leon as a young, energetic intern for the Central 

Bureau, staring discontentedly into the camera. The hair was close

cropped, the lips drooped cynically, the eyes squinted behind a thick 

pair of black-framed glasses. Beneath the picture was the question, 

"What is t~is man trying to tell you? 11 The Central Bureau had required 

him to post the picture, and he was terribly embarr,assed every time 

he glanced at it. As a member of the Central Bureau, he was required 

to be cheerful. On the day the picture had been taken, he forgot to put 

on his happy face. 

Inside the office, Dr. Leon sat at his large desk which occupied 

three-fourth.s of the room. He was -the only medicine man in the building. 

The associate· director of the Central Bureau had assigned him to a former 

linen closet. A can of BAB-O stood beside the picture of Dr. Leon's 

beautiful wife, Zenith, a high-ranking Central Bureau administrator. 

Dr. Leon sat at his desk while Nurse Pocket unzipped the scuffed 

brovvn boots. The heels were worn to a thin wedge, and there was a 

hole in the right boot. A pink nylon sock showed through the hole. 

"These look like women's socks, 11 Nurse Pocket said. "They 



only come up to your ankles and they' re way too small. No wonder 

your feet hurt. 11 She stripped the pink socks from the angular, thin 

feet, and stuffed them into the boots. She clasped Dr. Leon's ankles. 
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They were cold, and she eased them into a pan of warrn epsom salts water. 

Dr. Leon closed his eyes., 

"You're so good to me," he said. 

"I wish Zenith was good to you. " She swirled the sponge in the 

water, massaging the soles, kneading the tender archeso "Why is 

Zenith so horrible ? 11 

''I wish I could divorce her. " 

"You can't. Zenith is too high up the ladder." 

Dr. Leon's closed eyelids fluttered. He sigh~ed. The discon

certing turn of events left a bad taste in his mouth. His wife had 

begun entertaining younger men in the evenings, men in the higher 
} 

e.chelons of the Central Bureau. She scheduled Tupperware parties, 

but invariably the parties turned into gang- bang affairs for his nympho

maniacal wife. She tempted them ~to the bedroom with lazy susans. 

Of course, the Central Bureau encouraged hedonism in its purest 

form. Part of his work-contract entailed playing lead singer for 

Bugger's Rubber Band at the Central Bureau headquarters three nights 

a week. 

"Zenith has put n1e in the doghouse. 11 Dr. Leon reached into 

his pocket for .his breath freshener., The aerosol hissed against his 

gums. It was a small doghouse, but there was room enough to curl up 
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with a few blankets and a hot toddy on cold nights. 

"Why don't you walk out on her?" 

"She's the only one who has the recipe for the golden elixir. Do 

you know how much some people would pay- -just to get one ounce of 

that stuff? She holds the key to _Heaven in her hands, and she doesn't 

even realize it. '' 

Nurse Pocket wrapped her arms around his neck. "If you'll 

help me steal the recipe from her, l' 11 give YOU something golden. " 

"In the doghouse?" His hands slipped into Nurse Pocket's uniform 

pockets. He jangled her keys. 

"Beneath a full moon. On a Sunday." The smile dropped from 

her face and she straightened her cap. "What are -yye going to do about 

the patients? Some of them have been waiting for three days to see a 

medicine man. We're running out of philodendron, and the dead bodies 

are beginning to smell. " 

11 Call the Central Bureau. Tell them to send one of the cattle 

car men over to clear everybody 01:1t. Don't the idiots know by now that 

there's no cure for the bovine flu? What do they expect me to do? 

Give them some kind of golden elixir? 11 

Mro Zees stepped out of the Ladies' room cautiously. He peered 

down the corridor even though he could see no further than two feet in 

front of his ovyn face. The awful cries ·of the bovine flu patients being 

rounded up and tethered by the cruel cattle car men still resounded in 
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his ears. It was Auschwitz all over again. His own family had been 

roped and led away like sick steers. Cowering inside the stall, he had 

been afraid to interfere. The cattle car men would overpower him 

with their electric prods and leather bridles. He would be led away 

like the rest of them. He started a diary on toilet tissue, and his first 

entry concluded: "I will not cease till I have rescued 1ny herd. The 

cattle are lowing! The poor baby wakes ! 11 

The light from Dr. Leon's office caught his eye, and he walked 

softly to the door and pressed his ear against it. 

"I'm a man of many talents," Dr. Leon said. ''There, that 

does it. Now smile." 

"May I come to Central Bureau headquarters Jonight and watch 

you perform? I've never seen you play with your rock group." 

"Would you like to conie home with me afterwards? Maybe I can 

slip you into the doghouse if Zenith is busy entertaining." 

"ls there room enough for both of us? 11 

"Do you mind sticking your neck out~ If we stick our necks out 

the window, there's plenty of room." 

"Poor baby. Zenith should be shanghaied for making you live 

under a different roof. " 

"It's a real bitch, " Dr. Leon muttered. 

The Spa1+gles Room of the· Cen!rai Bureau headquarters was 

packed. Employees lined the bar and crowded the small circular 
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tables covered with red sweetheart banquet table cloths. The women 

sat in men I s laps and in other women's laps; the men sat in women I s 

laps and in other men's laps. Topless cocktail waitresses and waiters 

pushed through the dense crowd with trays held high above their heads. 

The golden elixir cocktails were spiked with contents normally reserved 

for terminal bovine flu patients in the cowspices on the edge of the city: 

10% chloroform, liquid heroin, gin, honey, and a dash of spanish fl.yo 

The Central Bureau had discovered that the cocktails kept the ern.ployees 

true to form. In Central Statistics, a chart showed the population rate 

plummeting, and posters throughout headquarters entreated employees 

to ignore the commoners and double their efforts toward having a good 

time. The theme song of all Central Bureau worke,rs was "I'm Dying 

for a Taste of Heaven. 11 Heaven Hughes was the Central Bureau benefac"".' 

tress who had endowed the government with ten billion dollars in leisure 

funds. She had sponsored the mass vaccination for the bovin~ flu three 

months previously. No one had ever seen her, but it was rumored she 

had more paramours than she could handleo 

Nurse Pocket squeezed into the room, pushing and excusing 

herself to get to the front. Onstage, Bugger's Rubber Band played 

"I'm Dying for a Taste of Heaven, 11 as a thousand tiny lights sparkled 

behind a blue velveteen background. The drummer and guitarists were 

dressed as angels. Their styrofoam wings pulsated as the music 

filtered through the magna-terr·estia,1 amplifiers. The lead singer, 

Bugger, alias Dr. Leon, was dressed in drag, his blue-black waist 
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length hair tangling around the microphone as he slid it between his 

legs. His black sequined dress shimm.ered, and Nurse Pocket noticed 

that he had forgotten to remove his pink ankle socks. They glared from 

beneath the ankle-length d·ress. In front of the stage, she watched his 

legs bulging against the thin fabric. She silently idolized him. They 

would taste Heaven together after they stole the golden elixir recipe 

from Zenith and sold it to the drug manufacturers. The song ended. 

She tapped his foot. 

"Be with you in a minute, 11 he said. "Let me grab my purse and 

freshen up." He thought she was one of his fans who had ventured for-

ward to tuck ten dollars into his plunging neckline. Then he recognized 

her. "Don't look up! Zenith is above us on the catwalk watching every 

move you make. She's got a bed up there and plenty of suspicions. 

She keeps a look-out for non-Central Bureaucrats, and you' re liable 
!I 

to be pigeonholed any moment. Slip through the crowd slowl"t and meet 

me ba.ckstage." 

Nurse Pocket mingled with the crowd. 

Mr. Zees had trailed Dr. Leon to the Spangles Room and hid 

behind a palmetto in the exact center of the room. He wanted to take 

a large bite out of the leaf which flapped in his face, but he knew it 

would be a dead give-away. He edged around the tree, hedging. He 

followed Leon's movements onstage, and when the doctor disappeared 

into the wings,_ Mr. Zees put th·e bin?cuJars in his back pocket and 

moved rapidly through the crowd, stepping on toes and bumping into 
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transvestites, homosexuals, bisexuals, asexuals, and swingers. 

Several arms wrapped affectionately around his waist, several warm 

lips pressed playfully on his neck, several stray fingers nipped him 

casually on the breasts. No one, however, offered to buy him a golden 

elixir cocktail. They were on the house. A fountain near the bar kept 

the cocktail in perpetual flow. The waiters and waitresses guided the 

thin- stemmed glasses beneath it as it gushed over three broadening levels. 

A few sentimentalists had thrown pennies into the fountain and made 

wishes. The pennies had turned white, stripped of their metallic value. 

Mr. Zees tipped his finger with the golden elixir and tasted it. Not 

bad, he thought, and ducked his head. When he surfaced, his cataracts 

had disappeared. His eyes were crystal pure, bright, blazing blue. 

Everything focused in scintillating 20-20 vision. He jiggled his legs. 

"Hot damn, I can see again! Whooooppeeee ! " He ran to the palmetto 
&' 

and tore into a leaf. It switched and scratched his face, but rl.is teeth 

sunk deeply into the leaves until he had swallowed the greater part of 

a branch. 

He felt a hand wrapping around his arm. A beautiful woman 

whose auburn hair swept dramatically upward, piled in soft ringlets 

on the crown of her head, smiled. "Alone? Come with me. ,r The 

woman took his hand. She led him through the dressing rooms behind. 

stage into a small, crowded storage closet with a single bulb overhead. 

11 Do you want your stinking, bovine ltfe ruined? Do you know the penalty 

for infiltrating with central bureaucrats and drinking golden elixir 



uninvited? 11 

11 No. 11 Mr. Zees bit his lips nervously. 

11 Exile. Exile in Wisconsin for one winter." 

11 That wouldn 1 t be so bad. They got some mighty good cheese--" 

''Idiot! In _pasture! In pasture! You 1 d be hamburger meat. 11 
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"I want my wife. Sweet Moses, 11 he whispered dryly. "Scrapings 

of the earth. That's all I run into these days. There just about ain't 

no humans left us. Where's your one iota of sympathy? I just lost 

my wife and my daughter and my son and here you are threatening 

to ship me to the midwest. Who do you think you are, lady?" 

"Zenith. That 1 s who I am., you idiot. Don't you know better than 

to eat green things in front of Central Bureaucrats? That's an open 

admission that you' re a casualty victim. 11 

"How was I to know? They' re out there everywhere, j~t waiting 

' to trip you up. How was I to know? 11 

"How do you know you won 1t be penalized for leaving now?" Nurse 

Pocket asked as Dr. Leon stripped off the wig, wiggled out of the sleezy 

dress and sponged off the make-up. 

"I don't," he said. "I told the band to play soothing, somnolent 

background music until we got back. This is the only way we can search 

the house for the recipe without Zenith knowing. No doubt some of her 

cohorts are guarding the portals. 11 

"What do we do if they are?" 
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"l'rn hoping you'll provide a hea1thy distraction." Dr. Leon 

gazed proudly at his teeth in the vanity mirror. The commoners who 

had never understood the great healing powers of the golden elixir had 

bad teeth (since they were barred from the Central Bureau's Program 

for the Propagation of Central Bureaucrats). If he and Nurse Pocket 

could steal the recipe for the golden elixir and sell it to black market 

drug manufacturers, the commoners would go gaga over it. 

They left the dressing room hurriedly and drove to Dr. Leon's 

home on the outskirts of the city. The design of the house was based 

on ascending levels peaking upwards to Zenith's bedroom. It was here 

that Zenith lured the promising young men who invariably promised 

more than they could deliver. Zenith, on the other/hand, was always 

on top of things. She had decorated the room in coruscating shades of 

Erotic Pink, along with murals of mating buffaloes. 
~ 

Inside, on the ground level, young men, completely naiect and 

intoxicated with golden elixir, lounged with guitars and harmonicas. 

As Dr. Leon and Nurse Pocket slipped arnong them, they were offered 

drinks and encouraged to let their hair down. Nurse Pocket took off 

her cap and unpinned her stiff brown curls. Dr. Leon removed his 

lab coat and tried counting the number of men in the house. When he 

reached thirty-five, he was overwhelmed. Nurse Pocket 1 s eyes re-

fused to go lower than the gentlemen's navels. 

11 It 1 s a charming house," ·she said.. ''Aren't you going to show me 

the doghouse?" 



11 Later., " Dr. Leon whispered. "Distract them while I sneak 

up to Zenith's room. The recipe is bound to be hidden there, but it'll 

take me a while to look. Keep them busy. 11 He disengaged himself 

from the room, and Nurse Pocket was left among the grinning brazen 

bureaucrats. 

11 l'm giving you one chance to prove yourself," Zenith said as 

she yanked Mr. Zees' bridle. 11 1£ you flop, I send you to the stock

yards first thing tomorrow. 11 

Mr. Zees winced. The bit hurt his mouth. I'm at the end of 
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my rope, he thought. Large tears swelled in his eyes. He didn't know 

if he could give a demand performance. He thought of his wife and 

his daughter and son and grew sick. Pledging himself to their rescue 

was noble before regaining his sight., but now he craved anonYiJl1ity as 

' he remembered his family's lackluster eyes. They were doomed from 

the very beginning., and there was nothing he could do about it. Zenith 

was exciting and exacting., but he would never be able to attain to her 

status. She had all the signs of good breeding which he lacked. 

The young men gathered around Zenith like obedient children. 

"Prep him and bring him to my room. 11 She started upstairs. 11 I 1m 

dying for a taste of Heaven. 11 

Dr. Leon heard the footsteps and quickly pushed the button 

which energized the air mattress. The stream of warm air cushioned 

the space beneath the skylight. He turned off the high lights, and the 



laser currents dimmed. He slipped into Zenith's closet. It was a 

large closet, a deep closet, and he moved to the back, fumbling in 
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the darkness through the exotic costumes and uniforms. He sat down, 

but there was an overpowering odor in the closet, the putrefying odor 

of flesh. From his back pocket, he pulled out his eye-ear-nose-throat 

exa_mination light and aimed it through the darkness. In a chair pushed 

against the wall a body was propped, bound and gagged. Obviously, 

Dr. Leon concluded as he examined the corpse, the person had been 

dead for a number of days. It was a woman, a woman whose eyes 

gazed upward, whose long white hair hung to her waist. Her fingernails 

and toenails had grown several inches; she was emaciated, and chunks 

of flesh were missing from her thighs and arms. Dr. Leon held his 

nose. 

Zenith opened the door mechanically. She switched on the light. 

Dr. Leon sat hunched beside the dead wornan. 

''Hey you, get off of my cloud!" she cried. She flung herself 

on her husband, biting and scratching. Dr. Leon swung his fists, 

pummeled his feet, and pushed Zenith backwards into the lap of the 

corpse. She sat there, out of breath. Then she wrapped her arms 

around the corpse, nudged the stiff elbow and nibbled on the woman's 

neck. I'm dying for a taste of Heaven, Zenith thought as the young 

bureaucrats led Mr~ Zees to the upper room. 

Dr. Leon fled down the stairs,, glassy-eyed. When he found Nurse 

Pocket, who had wandered into the back yard, he urged her into the 



doghouse. "I've seen Heaven., 11 he panted. "I've seen Heaven., and 

I want nothing to do with it.'' 

"Did you find the recipe for the golden elixir?" 

"No. I don't know where she stashed it. Something awful is 

happening here. Something awful. It has to do with- - " 
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"You' re damn right.," Nurse Pocket said. She glanced at the 

door of the doghouse. A Pekingnese stared at her with large reproachful 

eyes. 

"Go away, 11 Dr. Leon commanded. He fondled Nurse Pocket's 

breasts. 

"Don't touch me, 11 she whined, wiggling ·out of Leon's grasp. "Don't 

touch me or I'll report you to the Central Bureau. 11 

In Zenith's bedroom, Mr. Zees, completely naked, str¥tched out 

on the air mattress and waited for the beautiful lady to make her 

appearance. The warm current of air tickled his sensitive areas. He 

giggled and kicked his feet. A stuffed homing pigeon was perched on 

top of the light control switch. He rolled off the bed, stood on a chair, 

and looked carefully at the pigeon. It had a bird's eye view of the room, 

and something was wrapped around one of its legs. He examined the 

message. It was a recipe. A recipe for the golden elixir. Mr. Zees 

rolled it into a tiny ball and wondered where he could possibly hide it 

on his person. Put it where the moon don't shine, a little voice within 

said. He giggled and stuck it where the moon didn't shine. 
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Desmond Savage, vice-president of Naked Ape Undergronnd, a 

black market drug n1anufacturing .fir1n, leaned back in his chair, his 

hands folded over his desk. On the overhead monitor, he watched the 

well-dressed Central Bureaucrat weaving his way down the aisle toward 

his office. Behind Savage was the firm's motto: WE BELIEVE IN MAKING 

DEA TH KNOCK TWICE.. The Central Bureaucrat knocked on the door. 

Mr. Savage smiled, waiting for the second knock. How ironic, he thought, 

that one of their own kind was selling out the Central Bureau, rallying 

to the defense of the commoners. "Come in," he said. 

The Central Bureaucrat opened the door. In his hand, he held 

the golden elixir formula. 

11 Come right in, Mr .. Zees, 11 Desmond Savag~ said. 11We're 

ready to talk business. 11 



THE MAN WHO FOLLOWS 

Mr. and Mrs. Carter were playing Paper Covers Stone, Stone 

Breaks Scissors, Scissors Cuts Paper. Unity, seated at the same table, 

nibbled a Hershey bar, her left hand thumbing the order pad in her uniform 

pocket. Business had been slack all day, and Unity's fingers glided over 

the loose change in the same pocket. She estimated that there couldn't be 

n1.ore than about two dollars. She rarely counted tips in front of Mr. and 

Mrs. Carter. Whenever curiosity prompted, she would go to the kitchen 

where Tiny, the black dishwasher, stacked the plates. She would count 

the coin~ there, and Tiny never asked her how much she had made. 

Unity watched intently as Mr. and Mrs. Carter's handS? flashed 

' 
before her on either side. The newspaper, folded and creased neatly 

to the crossword puzzle section, lay in the middle of the table, a pencil 

beside it. The puzzle had been filled out in parts, erased, filled in again, 

the letters etched lights across the white blocks. Mrs. Carter was an 

expert. She had been doing crossword puzzles for thirty years, as long 

as her husband, Peco, had owned and operated the restaurant. During 

slack moments when they were not playing the hand game, Mrs. Carter 

held a cigarette poised in the left hand, a pencil in the right. 

The television, across from the Carters' family table, was always 
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on, even if they weren't watching it. During commercials, Peco, a 

short, stout man whose myopic eyes were shielded behind a thick pair 

of bifocals, unconsciously formed a pair of scissors {index and middle 

fingers in a V-formation), a stone (clenched fist), or a piece of paper 

(hand flat- edged along the table top). Immediately upon noticing the 

configuration, whichever one it happened to be, Mrs. Carter chose the 

strongest of the three weapons and overpowered her husband's configura

tion. For instance, if Peco chose a stone, Mrs. Carter would reach out, 

as paper, and cover the stone. Mr. Carter, whose stone did not have 

the power to crush the paper, always seemed somewhat surprised by 

this gesture. He would straighten in his seat, suddenly aware that he 

had been slouching, turn slightly and gaze at his wije as if to say, I'll 

be more on my guard next time. Nothing, however, was said during 

such moments. Silence carried the weight of their rivalry. 

If, on the other hand, Mr. Carter formed paper, Mrs." Carter's 

scissors clipped it,, When this occurred, Mr. Carter invariably rose 

from his chair, went to the kitchen and returned with a large bowl of 

vanilla ice cream_ which he ate with slow, luxuriant ease, comforting 

hin1self for having failed to notice Mrs. Carter's scissors on the sly. 

If it chanced that Mr. Carter's hand forrned the half-open two

prongedness of a pair of scissors, Mrs. Carter seized the gesture by 

lowering her stone upon it. Peco sat very still as if a Damocles' Sword 

hung precarioi;tsly above his head. '!'hen he would jump up and change 

channels on the T. V., even if he had not been watching it. The Carter's 
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composure, between hand games, was synchronized, and they managed 

the restaurant with smooth regularity, super- efficiency. Every move

ment mattered. But the hand game occurred quickly, so quickly that 

Unity, whenever she was busy filling water glasses near the family table, 

would fail to see the fast transaction out of the corner of her eye. 

Unity slipped the bottom third of the Hershey bar from the white 

wrapper, popped it into her mouth, crumpled the brown paper and dropped 

it into the right pocket of her uniform. The soft chocolate crumbs had 

fallen into her lap. She brushed them out, but they smeared, sepia 

streaks again st the white. In the hot steamy room adjoining the kitchen, 

Tiny nibbled on a crab claw. Unity swung the door open, and as she 

turned the corner, she saw something fly into the aJr. Tiny was afraid 

that Mr. and Mrs. Carter would catch her eating leftovers, and she threw 

the claw away just as she heard footsteps approaching. 

"What was that?" Unity said. 

Tiny hummed. When she faced Unity, her eyes rolled moodily, and 

in a husky voice she said, 111 ain't seen nothin'. 11 

"You're snitching food again, aren't you, Tiny?" 

Tiny reached into her apron pocket and held up a plump ·brown crab 

claw. 11 Want one ? 11 

Unity accepted the claw and waved it into the air as she spoke. 

''You're paranoid. You shouldn't worry so much." 

"Worry? Honey, Tiny don't ~orry. When Tiny works, she works 

hard. When Tiny sits, she sits loose. And when Tiny worries, she gets 
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drunk and sleeps. " 

Unity ate the meat off the crab claw and dropped it into the 

trash can. She reached for the ice cream scooper hanging above the 

freezer. When she opened the lid to the c01npartment, vapor from a 

box of dry ice drifted into her face. "I wish Mr. Carter would play the 

game right.'' 

"What you mean Mr. Carter don't play the game right? 11 

"He doesn't play quickly enough. J-qst awhile ago Mrs. Carter 

wrapped her paper around his stone. If he had made a scissors, he could 

have cut her paper in time. But he just sat up in his chair and let it pass. 11 

"That's the way they play it. 11 

"It doesn't seern fair to me. 11 

"That's right. It ain't fair. But who cares? 11 

"I want him to win at least once in awhile. It's not fair that Mrs. 

Carter always gets the upperhand. " 

When Unity swung through the swinging doors, she noticed Mr. 

Carter changing channels on the T. V. Mrs. Carter was searching for 

52 ACROSS, a seven letter word for "solemn demeartor or centrifugal 

force, 11 a word beginning with the letter "G. 11 

Unity sat down beside Mrs. Carter at the family table, but as she 

began eating her ice cream, an elderly man dressed in a blue seersucker 

suit ambled into the restaurant and seated himself near the picture win

dow. His face, weathered and ·crea~ed, was lightly tanned. Dark, 

purplish rings encircled his eyes. 
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"How was the fishin' in Florida, Reverend?" Mr. Carter shouted 

from the back of the restaurant. 

"I'm afraid I didn't catch anything but eels." The Reverend coughed 

and choked. The coughing continued, loud, wheezing, uncontrollables 

Bronchitis, Unity thought. Then she saw the cigar trembling between 

his fingers. Already the ashtray was filling up with a small grey pyramid 

of ash, and she would have to empty it when he left. 

''It looks like you got some sun, 11 Mrs. Carter, whose eyes, unlike 

her husband's, were sharp and clear- sighted, called consolingly. 

The Reverend's eyes watered, and his face, drained of color, 

squeezed into spasms of pain. 111 feel like a different man, 11 he said weakly, 

regaining his breath. 

Unity stood be side him with her order pad and pencil. 

111 would like a glass of iced tea and a piece of coconut cream pie. 11 

t 
She noticed his glass eye staring straight ahead as his ~ther eye, 

quite lively, roved about her proportions. "ls that all? 11 

"That's all- -for now. 11 

She cut a slice of pie and poured the tea, serving the Reverend with 

reservation and unsteadiness, careless in the placement of saucer and 

glass. 

His good eye glared at her. "You always place the drink on the 

RIGHT side of the customer. " 

"Excuse. rne. 11
. Ceremoni'ousl-y;, she lifted the glass and placed it 

to the Reverend's right. As he picked up the fork, his hand trembled. 
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Palsy, Unity thoughto Palsy and bronchitis. A sick, crotchety minister. 

"The Reverend's a regular, 11 Mrs. Carter told her. 11 He comes 

in almost every day. He's been on vacation for two weeks, but you can 

bet your bottom dollar he'll always order the same thing, pie and tea. 11 

11He 1 s fussy .. 11 

"It's his age, 11 Mr. Carter said defensively. 11He's seventy-five 

and besides, Unity, he hasn't got long to live. 11 

"What's the matter with him? 11 

11 Cancer." 

11 That man has wrestled with so much, 11 Mrs. Carter said, biting 

the eraser on her pencil. "Working for the Lord m_ust be the most unre

warding work in the world. If you' re a woman and you have a child to 

raise, you can wrestle with that child until it's grown and then sit back 

and look at your handiwork. But working for the Lord is like standing 
~ 

with your back to the light. You can see the light, but you cJi never know 

where it'$ coming frorn. " The light from the window streamed over the 

Reverend's erect shoulders .. 

11 And He don't fill in the gaps, either, 11 Peco added. 

"No. He sure don't fill in the gaps. This business has afforded us 

what we otherwise could never have had. It's been worth the struggle. 11 

"It's always been 'first come, first serve' with us. The business 

has come first in our lives. We never wanted any children, did we Rita?" 

Mrs. Carter quickly lowered ~er eyes. Unity thought that for an 

instant the woman looked sad and reflective. 
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Across the room, the Reverend held his empty tea glass in the 

air. "Fill her up! 11 Unity filled the glass with ice, and holding it be

neath the stainless steel keg, pushed the tap forward. She took the tea to 

him, and he winked at her with his good eye. Unity tried to smile, but 

couldn't. The glass eye never changed direction, staring straight ahead, 

aimlessly, and when the good eye shifted, the lack of focus in the other 

was obvious. Unity placed the glass to his lefto 

"The glass always goes to the right of the customer. You'll never 

learn, will you? 11 

"I'm sorry. I forgot. Can I get you anything else? 11 

"What time do you get off? 11 

"What? 11 

"I say what time do you get off? 11 

"Wouldn't you like to know?"-
j, 

"Come on now. Don't you want to try a retired minis·tJr on for 

size? 11 

111 doubt if you would fit. Besides, your hands shake. 1
' -

111 think we could get it together. What time do you want me to 

pick you up? 11 

"You've got to be kidding. ' 1 

11 No, I'm not kidding. What time do you get off work? 11 

When Unity entered the room where Tiny stacked dishes, Tiny was 

about to pop a .cherry from_ an e·mpty, whiskey sour into her mouth. The 

unexpected entrance caused her to drop the cherry on the floor. Instinctively, 
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her foot crushed it. 

"I'm about to tell the Reverend to get lost," Unity said. "Can you 

imagine? He wants to know what time I get off work." 

"Me and the R eve rend' s good friends, 11 Tiny said. "He sh o do 

pays good £o a piece. 11 

"Tiny!" 

"A piece of pie is what I say! He leaves big tips when I wait on him. 11 

"Oh, I thought for a minute you meant something else. Is he really 

dying?" 

"He got about three months to go. 11 

Unity watched the Reverend shuffle slowly out of the restaurant. 

He's so old he can't even walk, she thought as she cleared his table. He 

had not left a tip, but he had scribbled something on a paper napkin. The 

handwriting, spidery and cramped, was barely legible. The Reverend 
f 

climbed into a candy apple red Cadillac, roaring the engine Jnd scratching 

out of the parking lot. The bright car merged with the sparse afternoon 

traffic. She picked up the napkin and read: 

I'm goh1g to live to be a hundred and three. 
l' m no fool. I know exactly what keeps a man 
alive. 

Unity looked into the saucer at the smear of coconut cream, the 

bits of broken crust, the fine trail of cigar ash scattered over the table. 

She felt tired, . tired and dis gust'ed a~d · sick to her stomach. She thought 

of Tiny stealing food, cramming the hard bakery rolls from the bread 
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warmer into her large straw purse. Along with the rolls, she would 

steal crab claws, pickles, maraschino cherries, half-eaten chicken legs, 

crackers, pats of butter, corn fritters and French fries. The food would 

clump together at the bottorn of the purse, and it would begin to smell 

when pickle juice combined with rancid grease. 

Unity took the saucer and glass to the kitchen. A mirror was 

attached to the bread warmer, and she tried not to look in it on busy days 

or nights when she knew her pinned hair strayed about her temples, along 

the forehead, in disheveled wisps along the curve of her neck. Sometirnes 

she indulged a glance and wished she hadn't looked. Her tiredness was 

transparent, and customers would make remarks like, "You look beat," 

or "Is the old lady working you too hard?" 

When she was fresh, she was pretty, even though in her own mind 

it was a defensive prettiness, afraid of being disturbed or dishonored. 
~ 

She was capable of movements, subtle and capricious, which! suggested 

a burgeoning selectivity, reducible to fine tastes and fine lines- -under 

no circumstance to be abandoned. But she felt entrapped by her romantic 

notions of idealized love., The notions formed complex fantasies, and 

she located herself within an imaginary room, bound to a room in a dream 

of a room. 

She looked into the mirror, pressing her palms against the warm 

steel drawer of the bread warmer. The image reflected a gratifying 

neatness, her .hair, dark and tending toward waviness, piled around her 

crown. Touching her face briefly, she looked away. In the adjoining room, 
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Tiny sang "He's Got the Whole World in His Hands." 

It was good to be in the open air. The neon lights blinked on and 

off in red: CARTERHOUSE, CaRtErHoUsE, CARTERHOUSE. Unity's 

legs felt heavy as she walked out of the parking lot. Mrs. Dutch boy's 

boarding house was two blocks past Main Street on Bayside Drive. Unity's 

room, located in the back, was an addition to the house. French windows 

covered three sides of the large room, opening onto a veranda surrounded 

by tall hedges, rose bushes, camellias. 

Across the street from the restaurant, in the darkened parking 

lot of the high school, a Cadillac eased into the empty lane of the high

way. Unity walked closely to the side of the road along the worn trail of 

grass, head lowered, swinging her pur.se. The car slowed, and she sensed 

the slowed momentum and turned, shielding her eyes from the headlights. 
~ 

The car, pulling up beside her, halted, and she stepped off tlte path. She 

could not distinguish the driver. At first, she thought the Carters had 

stopped to offer her a ride. The shadowy figure inside the car leaned 

toward the open window on the passenger's side. The Reverend's voice 

drilled the night air. 11Need a lift?" 

Unity recoiled from. the voice, frightened, her hands clamping 

harder on her purse. She walked rapidly. The Reverend edged the car 

closer to the side of the road, the headlights beaming from low to high 

and back again.. She .was :indign·ant, I;ier feet hurting as her heels over

turned on the rough, uneven ground. The tall grass, wet with night dew, 
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whipped around l_ier ankles as she ran. The horn blared, and she looked 

over her shoulder as the car leapt forward in sudden acceleration, whizzing 

past her. She stopped running. Her heart palpitated, and mosquitoes 

from the drainage ditch circled and landed on her legs, their bites stinging 

sharply. She swatted clumsily with her free hand, continuing into town. 

The store· fronts were lit; she walked at a quick pace past the bank and 

the court house. The streets were deserted at this late hour, and she heard 

the distant barking of dogs. 

Mrs. Dutchboy kept the yellow porch light burning at night. On the 

porch, attached to the inside wall, was the sign: BEWARE OF DOG. She 

unlocked the front door. The hall light burned, and she moved silently 

down the carpeted hall, passing through the living i:oom and dining room 

to reach the back of the house. Her own room opened off from an alcove, 

and when she stepped inside, she turned on a small lamp beside the door. 

~ 

The soft glow re-vealed the room in subtle toneso It was apa:Jt from the 

anachronisms of the rest of the house, and because it was a recent addition, 

it lacked the musty odor which seemed to permeate the older walls and 

woodwork.. Her canopied bed occupied the far corner. Outside the French 

windows, a fig tree grew against the side of the house, and at night, the 

silhouette of the tree, apparent to her in bed, lapped against the glass 

when the wind blew. The delicate green bulbs of figs were beginning to 

form on the young branches, but they were not yet ripe enough to eat. 

Many of.her plants hung in bas,kets or ceramic jars from the ceiling, 

in front of the windows., A narrow sofa covered in damask faced the 
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veranda. The walls w·ere sandalwood, the same color as certain sea-

shells she collected. A cedar chest, which had belonged to Mrs. Dutch

b0y' s grandmother, stood in the corner opposite the bed, an oval mirror 

beside it. Below the mirror on a slab of marble, the aquarium contained 

angelfish and black mollies. Her drawings, in a portfolio, rested behind 

an easel. A white wicker chair sat before one of the French windows. 

Above the chair hung a reproduction of Sir Edward Burne-Jones' "Tree 

of Forgiveness." It was a picture which retained for her a perpetual 

fascination. Often she mused before its fine clarity at the pleading 

resistance of Apollo as Daphne, slowly transformed into a laurel, locked 

her 'desperate arms about the god's muscled torso. 

Unity lit the scented candles on the small coffee table and turned 

off the lamp, the flickering candles sending thin, elongated shadows 

reeling against the wall. The fig tree brushed against the window. She 
\ 

slipped out of the uniform, out of her undergarments and stockings, 

leaving them in a pile on the floor inside her closet. Naked, she went 

into the bathroom and filled the sink with hot, soapy water. She swirled 

a washcloth in the water,wrung it and pressed it against her face~ her 

neck and breasts. Her feet ached, but she was too tired to soak them in 

the tub. The soap dried on her skin. She felt the skin tightening and 

splashed with cold water and unpinned her hair. She brushed it in broad, 

lengthening strokes away from her face. 

The nightgown was sleeveless, a white cotton shift, and after she 

put it on, she pulled back the covers of her bed and opened the windows 
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for fresh air. She blew out the candles, the scent of jasmine straying 

in faint, smoky swirls. The bedsheets were fresh and soft. Lying 

against them, Unity felt a breeze sifting across the room. Her feet and 

legs ached dully, and she shifted them, turning and twisting beneath the 

light covers. Insects outside pulsated in an uneven drift of sound. Sleep 

was enviable during those nights when her exhaustion, like a coiled rope 

within her, prevented sleep from comingo She closed her eyeso A worn, 

jagged thread of light danced behind them, images overlapping from the 

day, the persistence of memory. The mixed identities of the faces dropped 

like bits of clay, insolubly into water., bit by bit. 

The dream was always the same. A globe of light shone through 

the branches of the fig tree, and she would think is~it the sun, ~ it the 

moon, wanting to trace the light to its source, rising from bed and walking 

onto the veranda. Everything would be dark, her motions guesswork until 

she followed the light. Turning the corner of the house, she, saw that it 

was only late evening, the shadows collecting steadily and someone medi

tating beneath the fig tree. She circled the tree, but the figure was hazy, 

and she wondered if the fruit had ripened. She sat down, facing the stranger. 

Who are you? He answered that he had been waiting a long time for her, 

and then she seemed to know or to recognize that it was someone she had 

expected. Fingering the fig leaf, she asked if she might give the tree 

to him. Can you suffer the sting and the preparation, he asked her, and 

she was in doubt, looking at her han~s which were clean~ The dream ended 

with the man reaching out, taking her hands and pressing them into his. 
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From the dream she drifted and fell from a great height. The 

. moment before impact, in a sudden jolt, she awakened. Then she settled 

into sleep punctuated by dreams less vivid than the recurrent dream. 

As she turned to face the alarm clock, she realized she had overslept, 

and she swung her legs over the side of the bed, reaching for the house-

coat. 

Mrs. Dutchboy stood at the door in a blue checked dress and an 

orange apron, her white hair hanging limply, her bangs touching the arch 

of her raised eyebrows. "I'm about to give your breakfast to Mr. Far-

ley, " she said. 

"I'll be dressed in a jiffy." Unity closed the door and put on a 

pair of jeans and a blue smock. It was her day off., The room was full 

of light, and she felt cheerful. But the dining room was dark, as musty 

as the rest of the house. On top of the tall mahogany cabinet, bundles of 
w 

old magazines and newspapers were tied with string, stacked to the ceiling. 

The heavy grey homespun curtains were dusty, pulled back only half-way .. 

Behind the long table, the wall was filled with whatnot shelves. Tiny 

pieces of bric-a- brae Mrs .. Dutchboy had collected at garage sales over 

the years lined the shelves: black hoboes, ballet dancers, ladies-in-wait-

ing, English gentlemen with broken canes, foundlings without arms, white 

poodles. A picture of the Last Supper, with a serene Jesus breaking the 

bread., hung in muted tones against the wall. On a wooden pedestal below 

the picture, a .huge Bible was opene9 to Revelation, a purple satin streamer 

marking the passage: 



I know thy works, and thy labour, 
and thy patience, and how thou canst not 
bear them which are evil: and thou hast 
tried them which say they are apostles, 
and are not, and hast borne, and hast 
patience, and for my name's sake hast 
laboured, and hast not fainted. 
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Unity smeared butter on the pancakes Mrs. Dutchboy had fixed, 

pouring the syrup and noticing as she ate a new centerpiece of driftwood, 

pine cones and ribbon. The pine cones had been glued into the curve of 

the driftwood and sprinkled with blue glitter, the ribbons tied at the base 

of the cones. It looked like something a five-year-old might assemble 

in vacation Bible school. The glue had smeared, trickling off the sides 

and drying in thin white streaks, the pine cones bent and half-crushed 

into place. The entire piece leaned to one side., 

"How do you like my new sculpture? 11 

"It's interesting. " Unity stared past the sculpture. 

"How would you like to buy it? 11 

"How can you put a price on it?" 

"For five dollars it's yours. 11 

Mrs. Dutchboy had never hawked her sculpture before. "Why are 

you trying to sell it? 11 

The landlady twisted her apron strings, avoiding Unity's eyes a 

"It's Kankee. She needs n1oney for another abortion. The price keeps 

going up." 

Unity inwardly groaned. This is her third one,, isn't it? Kankee 



was Mrs. Dutchboy' s thirty-year-old daughter. Her real name was 

Victoria, but when she was five she spent a summer with Mrs. Dutch

boy's sister in Kansas. When she returned, she was speaking with an 

accent. Mr. Dutchboy picked her up one day and said, "You spend six 

weeks with your aunt and you come back talking like a darrm Kansas 

yankee." For days afterwards, she went around the house mumbling 

kank.ee, and the nickname stucko She bummed around the country hitch-

hiking, and she had worked all kinds of odd jobs: as a waitress, an 

acrobat in a Barnum and Bailey circus, a secretary, a bronco-buster, 

a strip teaser in a New Orleans bar, a dinner club singer, an usherette, 

a belly dancer, and most recently she sold avocado sandwiches in Loredo, 

Texas. In her letters to her mother, she always :included a plea for 

money. Once she sent Mrs. Dutchboy a photo of herself huddling, with

out a winter coat on, in front of the Salvation Army Headquarters in 

Washington, D. C. On back of the photo she had written: 

Thought I'd write. 
Thought I'd call. 
This idea 
Seem.eel best of allo 

Send money soon! 
Love, Kankee 

Sickened by the news of Kankee's forthcoming abortion, Unity 

left half of her pancakes uneaten. 

"If you don't want those scraps, I'll give them to Mr. Farley," 

said Mrs. Dutchboy. Unity handed the plate to her, and the landlady 



opened the back door. Mr. Farley, her black and white sheep dog, 

tried to come into the kitchen, but she shooed him away and set the 

plate on the door step. Flies swarmed quickly to the syrup. 
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The Carterhouse was a small restaurant in a small bay town 

populated by elderly retired couples and arts-and-crafts types who owned 

souvenir shops or art supply stores or studios. Everything in the town 

directed itself to the north end where the narrow avenues converged, 

sloping toward the bay. The pier was public domain, widely and sturdily 

built, with benches lining its sides. On off-days, Unity spent hours on 

the pier. The town was cool in sumrner, cooled by the baybreeze. 

Fishermen fished off the pier, and she would watch,,them casting, relax

ing where the sun warmed the wooden benches. She sketched with ink; 

she studied the angle of light, the shadows spaced along the planks and 
~ 

between the trees on shore. Sometimes, at night, she walkJd up and down 

the shore until she grew sleepy .. 

Now, on the pier, Unity spread her pens and pencils and took from 

the drawing box the bottle of India ink. She sketched lightly on the pad 

in her lap. She drew two fishermen in a boat, the one in the bow casting, 

his line curved and taut with a fish, his hands tightly gripping the latch 

on the reel. The sternsman's hands were positioned in the forward pull 

of oars, his back bent slightly as he rowed toward the site of the catch. 

On other pages of he.r sketch pad, sl}e had drawn a nun wading slowly at 

the far end of the bay, her habit lifted casually above her knees.. It was 
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late afternoon and clouds were tethered, peeled awayo An encroaching 

storm lashed the tops of the pine trees against a blazing madras sky. 

She had entitled the water color "Amalgamation." On another page, she 

had sketched a trout which had been reeled in and placed on the pier. 

Its lean, speckled body twisted in rapid shudders against the wood, and 

in the sketch she had tried to capture, in a quick sequence, the struggling 

motion of the trout, the sm.ooth web of muscle and scales overlapping, 

the glazed eyes pools of an1ber. 

The wind rustled the page of the sketch pad, and Unity put bottles 

on top to hold it in place. She drew rapidly., lost in concentration. A 

shadow fell across the white page, and she looked up, startled. The 

Reverend towered above her, and she struggled to rise, her arm knocking 

over the bottle of ink. The black ink spread rapidly., annihilating her 

sketch, and by the time she grabbed the bottle., all the ink had spilled, 
? 

running between the sun-whitened boards of the pier, spreadiL.g into 

the cracks, dropping into the bay water below. 

''Idiot, 11 she said. 11 You almost ran me· over last night. What do 

you want? 11 

The Reverend smiled. "It's a lovely day, isn't it? 11 He wore a 

raincoat buttoned to the very top button, and he held a cigar in one hand. 

11It' s hard to keep this lit. 11 

''Would you mind moving ? You' re standing in my light. ' 1 

110£ cour.se. 11 He sat down bes;de her, pulling a silver lighter from 

his raincoat, cupping his hands, turning away from the breeze. The 
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cigar caught the flame and glowed, smoke trailing into the wind. 

"That's a lovely drawing. If I may ask an age-old question, what's 

a nice girl like you doing in a place like this?" 

"This is a quaint, beautiful town, and it's really none of your 

business, Reverend." 

''You' re a catty little tush,· aren't you?" 

"Why don't you leave me alone? 11 

'
1I 1m a lonely old man, and lonely old men always have privileges, 

don't you know? I want to tell you a story. 11 m a retired minister, 

and my name--you know m.y name, don't you ?--is Reverend Oliver Tulle. 

In my youth, I was a bit of a rogue, a roustabout. My sole interest was 

women, and believe it or not, it became my vocatiq_h. 11 

111 don't want to hear your story. 1
' 

"I chased women, and I'd do all kinds of manoeuvers to get a 

Ii 

good-looking woman into bed with meo You might say lust w~s my driving 

force~ I'm not embarrassing you, am I? 11 

Unity collected her pens and pencils, closed the sketch book and 

stood up. "What church were you minister of, the Church of Beelzubub?" 

, . 
"Touche, my little tush. Not quite. Now sit down and listen to 

the rest of the story. It's a bedtime story, don't you know? 11 

"I'd rather stand, and I don't care to hear your depraved tale. 

You' re a sick man. Have you ever thought about- - '' 

11 Just let me finish my story. It's a good story. lt' s about how I 

changed my ways and turned to God. Where was I? Oh yes, chasing 
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cunt. I chased cunt after cunt after cunt. But I could never get my filL 

All day I thought about, prayed for it, chased it, got it. We' re told 

:in the Bible that 'He who seeks shall find. ' I believed in that even before 

I converted. Then I met this lady, a real lady. I chased her for six 

months, and she always ran away from rn.e. She had a secret- -that's 

why she ran. It was a secret which kept her on the run, just as my lust 

kept me on the run. Well, she was a virgin, but I was determined to put 

her on the right track. I dreamed of her day and night, night and day. 

I loved her; I pursued her. Finally, she agreed to have a rendezvous with 

me. I was the happiest man on God's earth., The night we were_ together, 

I couldn't believe she was standing before me. Beautiful! The most 

beautiful woman I'd ever seen. Then she opened her dress. That's when 

I got the shock that changed my entire life. Her left breast--how can 

I possibly describe it?--was rotten, absolutely rotten with cancer. Holiest 
t 

sight I've ever seen! She was so afraid, and the cancer had ~rogressed 

until it was too late. She died shortly afterwards, and I entered my minis

try, a changed man. And here I am, eaten up with the same disease, and 

do you know I curse God in my bitterness for the ministry which took me 

away from a good thing. " 

Unity sickened, and she stared at his trembling hands as he un

buttoned his raincoat. The backs of his hands were discolored with 

liver splotches. She lowered her eyes. 

11 Look at this ! 1.1 he con1manded,. 

She was both terrified and angered. The sketch pad dropped from 
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beneath her arm, and she ran quickly, glancing behind her, her feet 

thudding across the pier. The Reverend stood with his raincoat opened, 

his pants unzipped and unbuckled. "This is what has damned me! This 

is what has damned me! 11 His voice broke, and he leaned over the railing 

of the pier, coughing blood. 

Unity ~at in the white wrought iron chair on the veranda, slowly 

drinking the gin and tonic she had prepared to calm her nerves~ Her 

hands shook as they enfolded the cool glass, and she watched the light 

caught in the glaze of the tilting ceramic jars in the open windows of 

her room. She wanted to go back to the pier for her sketch pad, but she 

was afraid, afraid the Reverend would still be ther~, waiting for her. 

There were things she must do, but she felt immobilized, enervated. She 

had been out of breath when she returned, running all the way from the 

pier, and she sat in the shaded veranda not knowing what to 4o with her

self. She had gone into her room, picking up the dirty uniform on the 

closet floor. In the bathroom, she washed out the uniform in the tub, 

rinsed it and hung it on a hanger to dry. Then she bathed herself, and 

her hair hung in wet ringlets around her neck. 

Nervously, she twisted the straw in her drink and stood up from 

the chair. She stretched, yawning, and wandered inside her room through 

the open French windows. Her hands played with the diaphanous curtains 

and then she sat on the edge of the b,ed, her eyes shifting from detail 

to detail in the room., She felt a strange, penetrating detachment, as if 
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she were seeing the room for the first time. Her belongings failed 

to comfort her; the order seemed too strategically and consciously 

comm.anded. She rose from the bed and went to the Burne-Jones' print, 

"Tree of Forgiveness. 11 For a moment, everything blurred as she stared, 

and the room seemed to close in on her in sharp angles. She lay down 

on the bed. As she closed her eyes, an image of Mrs. Carter reaching 

over to cut Mro Carter's paper flashed through her mind's eye. The 

enactment and re-enactment of the motion tired her, but she found that 

she was powerless to change or temper the image. She subm.itted to it 

weakly as one might submit to the cold fixity of an icon. 

In the dream, she followed the light onto the veranda, bumping 

clumsily into the furniture. She turned the corner o/ the house, and 

the figure beneath the tree, enveloped in shadows, seemed hazier and 

less clearly defined than in her former encounters. The leaves of the 

) 

fig tree flapped in the evening wind,_ and she stood, soundlessly, waiting 

for the figure to speak, wanting to pluck one of the figs from the tree 

but knowing it did not belong to her. She feared Mrs. Dutchboy' s inter

vention, feared that her landlady would chase the stranger away before 

he spoke the words she had memorized. Unity circled the tree, trying 

to get the figure in sharper focus, but he remained hazy. She felt 

sympathetic with his formlessness and with the words he was obliged to 

speak. Can you suffer the sting, he said, the sting and the preparation? 

She examined her hands, but one of thei-n was caked with dirt, and he 

repeated the question. She cried out: I don't know. I don't know. 
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At the family table, Unity watched Mr. and Mrs. Carter eating 

their supper of fried chicken, corn fritters and fresh tomatoes, and 

although she had been nibbling candy bars all day out of nervous habit, 

she was still very hungry. During lunch hour, she had inexplicably broken 

two platters, and Mrs. Carter asked her to pay for the second one. Unity 

took her quarters and dimes and counted out the change. She handed the 

money to Mrs. Carter, who pocketed it and told Unity to be more care

ful. Tiny and her husband had come in that afternoon, and Mr. Carter 

quarreled with the black man, telling him there was no excuse for Tiny 

missing work the day before. 

"Tiny drank a little too much, Mr. Carter, 11 the husband said. 

"I hope you overlook Tiny this time, and she pro1ni~se it not happen 

again, ain't that right, Tiny? 11 

111 ain't touched a drop in over six months, Mr. Carter. I don't 

know what happen to n1e. I sober one minute, and the next I ~runk as 

Cooter Bill. If you lets 1ne co.me back, I prorr1ise I never miss work 

again. 11 

Mr. Carter shook his head disagreeably. "If I let you come back 

to work, in six months the same thing will happen. You aren't de

pendable, Tiny, and our help has to be dependable. I'm sorry, you'll 

have to find work son1ewhere else. 11 

Tiny' s husband grabbed Mr. Carter by the arm. "Hey man, why 

you treat Tiny. like she nobody? Th~s woman got ten children at home-

I ain't sayin' all of 'e:m mine--but she got mouths to feed. How you 
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expect this woman to feed her family when she out a job, man?" 

Unity washed her hands, staring as Mr. Carter tried to extricate 

himself from the black man's strong grip. Beneath the bright overhead 

light, sweat rolled off Mr. Carter's brow, and he moved backwards, 

his hands touching the greasy chrome counter. 

"I tell you what. I' 11 give Tiny one more chance, but if it happens 

again, she'll have to go, and I don't want no more monkey business, 

understand?" 

The black man smiled and nudged Tinyo "You hear that, woman? 

Hear what yo boss man say?" 

Unity washed her hands three times. All day she had been going 

to the sink and lathering her hands, even when they, weren't dirty. Mr. 

Carter told her she was wasting time,, But she did it unthinkingly, un

consciously, and the more she washed them, the more she felt compelled 

~ 

to return to the basin and wash them again. When she and Tiny were 

alone in the room, Tiny rolled her eyes. ''Old Tiny thought she up shit 

creek!" 

The door of the restaurant opened, and the Reverend, carrying 

Unity's sketch pad_, entered slowly. He wore blue corduroy bedroom 

slippers, and as he shuffled to the table near the front, Unity tapped on 

the edge of the table. She watched him draping his coat over the back 

of the chair, resting the sketch pad against the legs of the table. He lit 

his cigar and puffed until it drew. 'l!nity eyed him coldly, suspiciously, 

hesitating before she grabbed the menu. She didn't want to serve him,. 



but she had to. Mr. and Mrs. Carter had finished their supper, and 

Mr. Carter wiped his hands on the napkin, his left hand clenching into 

a fist. Frantically, Mrs. Carter reached over, straining across the 
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table and knocking the stacked dishes to the floor.. Her paper automatically 

and instinctively covered Mr. Carter's stone. Mr. Carter jumped back 

as his wife's greasy hand folded over his fist. 

"Damn. Damn, that was quick. 11 He sat very erect in his seat, 

nodd~g toward the Reverend. "Ever feel you can't win for lo sin', 

Reverend? fr 

rrNo ! I always feel like l'rn the one who 1 s winning. ff 

Mrs. Carter smiled triumphantly. rrYou've got to be quick on the 

draw. 11 

Unity laid the menu in front of the Reverend and waited for him 

to order. He opened the menu, scrutinizing ito 

t 

ff Do you want n1e to come back when you decide what yo!i want? If 

ff you lmow what I want, don't you?" 

"Go to hell. ff 

f 'Is that any way to speak to a man of the cloth?" 

"Give me my sketch pad. fr 

The Reverend cleared his throat, and Unity watched his glass eye 

staring emptily into space. She tried to think of nothing, to clear her 

mind of insults and accusatiqns. She wanted to remain clear-headed 

and calm, poised, unshaken by ·the ~eve rend' s crude insjnuations. If 

she could just focus all her energy on the glass eye, nothing he said would 
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faze her. She concentrated, shutting out the expression on his face, 

the smugness and the lewd, leering appraisal, willing her full attention 

onto the glass eye. 

"What are you staring at? I want a piece of coconut cream pie 

and iced tea. And when you come back, I have something to show you. 11 

Unity did not move. "Anything else?" 

The Reverend laughed, and the abruptness of it, the loud, swelling 

rise of it, broke Unity1 s concentration. She felt cheapened by his laughter, 

and she turned away, angry, surprised that she could not contain her 

anger. At the cotmter, she took the coconut cream pie from behind the 

glass. Evenly, she cut a slice and slid it into the saucer. A cockroach 

crawled from the glass container, lingering beside the pie, its antennae 

quivering. Unity slammed the spatula on top of it. She took the pie and 

tea to the Reverend. "May I have my sketch pad now?" 
~ 

11Here you go. 11 The Reverend flipped the sketch book Jpen. "I 

drew a little picture for you. Hope you don't mind, but I'm something 

of an amateur artist myself. 11 He handed the pad to her. She blushed. 

In the center of the page, the Reverend Oliver Tulle had boldly sketched 

male genitalia. 

11Here' s a little keepsake, 11 he said, folding a ten dollar bill into 

her hand. 111111 be waiting for you. 11 He rose from the table, the acrid 

cigar smoke curling into her outraged faceo Unity ripped the illustration 

from the sketch pad and went into th~ kitchen. She threw the torn page 

and the ten dollar bill into the trash bin. Then she soaped and lathered 
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her hands and held them., trembling, beneath the hot watero 

Unity swept the floor of the restaurant, cleaned the chairs of 

crurnbs, emptied and washed the stainless steel tea keg. Mr. and Mrs. 

Carter sipped scotch, sitting at the family table sleepy-eyed. Mrs. 

Carter folded the square of newspaper into a tight wad. The next day, 

she would compare her crossword puzzle answers with the correct. 

answers. "Yesterday's Puzzle Solved, 11 it would read, and she would 

congratulate herself and tackle "Today's Puzzle" with enthusiasm. Mr. 

Carter counted the bills from the day's earnings, stacking the ones, the 

fives, the tens and twenties into separate piles. He counted slowly, 

under his breath, and then recounted, scribbling tne figures into a 

ledger. 

Unity had split a nail on her right hand. She examined the split, 

biting the edge nervously. She propped the broom against the wall, 

standing before the picture window. In the reflection of the flashing red 

lights of the Carterhouse, her skin glowed crimson, and she imagined 

the Reverend waiting, waiting for her in the darkness. Out there some

where he waits for me, and beyond all possibilities he's hidden, she 

thought, frightened. She walked with her broom to the back of the 

restaurant. 

1'Will you give me a lift home? 11 she asked Mr. Cartero 

''Sure. Have you cleaned the seats? II 

"Yes." 



"Have you swept the floors? 11 

"Yes, sir. 11 

11How about the front door? Is it locked? 11 

''I just locked it. '' 

"What's wrong? You seem jumpy. 11 

"Nothing. I'm tired, that's all. 11 

When they had finished cleaning up, Mrso Carter turned out the 

lights, and the three of them exited from the kitchen. Unity climbed 

into the back seat of the Carter's Volkswagen. The smell of honey

suckle, growing in thick tangles along the fence, drifted in through the 

open windows a As the wind blew against her hair and skin, Unity's 

exhaustion furled outward in waves. 

Unity heard the laughter. She walked into the dining room of 
~ 
> 

Mrs. Dutchboy' s houseo 
. . I 

The young woman drank tea, her feet propped 

on the table, the dyed blonde hair pulled back and fastened at the nape 

of her neck. Mrs. Dutchboy sat across from her daughter and rose 

when Unity entered the room., 

"This is my daughter, Kankee. She hitched all the way from 

Loredo and just got in tonight. Kankee, I wrote you about Unity, didn't 

I? II 

"Mother tells me you' re very educated." 

111 have a masters in art history. 11 

"Why are you working at that crummy restaurant? 11 



"It's the only job I could find. I've only been here a month." 

Mrs. Dutchboy got up from the table. 11How about some tea, 

Unity?" 

"Thanks." When the landlady was in the kitchen, she said, 

'_'I've heard a lot about you, too, not changing the subject or anything. 

Your mother keeps me informed about your adventures. 11 

''She does, does she? 11 Kankee' s eyebrows raised, and Unity 
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noticed the strong resemblance to Mrs. Dutchboy. "Exactly how much 

have you been telling her, Mama? 11 There was no answer. Unity sat 

down, and Kankee leaned back in the chair, eyeing her appraisingly. 

Unity felt uncomfortable. Yes, I know about your life and your 

abortions, she thought. "Tell me about your last jgb." 

"The story of my last job is in my backpack here. Would you 

like a four-day-old avocado sandwich? 11 Mrs. Dutchboy entered with 

t 
the tea, and Kankee railed out, "Why did you give her my ro~m, Mama? 11 

"Kankee, let's talk about that later., We' re not keeping you up, 

are we?'' 

"Do you know Mother rented my old bedroom to you? 11 

''Kankee wants to rnove back into her roo1n. I'm sorry I didn't 

mention it to you, but she I s going to be living at home again. Would you 

mind terribly if I ask you to move your things into the north bedroom?" 

Unity considered the proposition. "I'd really like to keep the 

room. I like the veranda so nnich. " 

Kankee frowned at her mother. 11We can share if you don't mind. 



I've lived with all kinds--it won't bother me. 11 

"I hope you don't think I'm being obstinate, but I've always 

valued my privacy, and I never had to share a room with anyone when 

I was growing up. I have meticulous habits, just an old fussbudget 

at heart. I have everything in my room arranged the way I want it. 11 

110 

11Why did you rent out my room, Mother? You lmew I was coming 

back after my--" She stopped abruptly, and Unity filled in the n1issing 

word mentally. After your last abortion. She felt pinned in by the 

embarrassed silence, and rising from her place, she said, "It's getting 

late, and I have to work tomorrow." 

~ 

Unity sat at the picnic table on shore. The white sails of the 

boats tilted and veered in the bay, and beneath the shadow of the pine, 

she rested her elbow on the closed sketch pad. She was unab\e to draw, 

' and only by her inner prompting had she come to the bay aloneo With 

Kankee, she felt out of sorts, and a disagreeable tightness in the center 

of her solar plexus held her creative energy in abeyance. Kankee was 

slowly taking over the house, draping clothes across chairs, crowding 

the dining room table with memorabilia, leaving shoes sprawled in the 

middle of the floor. Unity sought refuge and quiet on the veranda, but 

even there beer cans and cigarette butts and pornographic magazines 

littered the flagstone. Unity mentioned the disarray to Kankee, and Kankee 

replied flippantly, "Yes, it's beginning to look a lot like home, isn't it?" 

In the dining room, above the Bible, Kankee hung a framed photo 



of herself in a scanty green sequined costume, the costume she had 

worn when she worked as a belly dancer at The Club Anatomie. In 

the photo, Kankee leered into the camera, a drink in one hand, and 

behind her a sign: BELLY POWER, U.S. A. Unity objected to the 
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picture, but each time she ate, her eyes fastened automatically on it, 

and she thought, how tacky, how tasteless, but she became enthralled 

by it, just as the Burne-Jones' print had enthralled her. 

She got up from the picnic table. The wind blew strongly off 

the bay, and she strolled toward shore, her hair waving. She remem

bered a line she had sent to a friend when she fir st moved to the town: 

"I want to walk on the beach in gypsy shawls beside the grey and un

accountable waters. 11 She had been at peace with herself and now she 

was not. A restless, unsettled energy compelled her to take long walks, 

and she was unsatisfied, wanting to be elsewhere. As she headed toward 

t 
the pier at the far end of the bay, she noticed the litter scat;dered on the 

shore: an empty bottle of Aztec suntan lotion, a crushed beer can, a 

frayed, water-logged rope. 

In the parking lot before the pier, a single white car reflected 

the sun's rays, and she imagined herself unlocking the car, starting it, 

driving slowly out of town, the sun glinting in the rear-view mirror. 

The.driver opened the door when she was three yards from the GTO. 

"Good afternoon, 11 the Reverend said. "Can I give you a lift? 11 



Unity sliced lemons methodically in the kitchen of the Carter

house. From a rn.ental distance, slle observed the hands before her 
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as if they belonged to someone other than herself. They were white and 

graceful and they flashed aga:inst the chrome, :involved in the pale yellow 

of the lemons, the knife slic:ing evenly through the th:in rinds. Her mouth 

tightened at the pungent smell of the lemon juice. 

Beside her, Tiny opened the iron door of the oven and took out 

a tray of corn rn.uff:ins. They were golden brown around the edges, and 

she put the tray on the counter to cool, prob:ing the circumference of 

each muffin with a butter knife. As the pan cooled, she turned it upside 

down and the muffins rolled out. They were still very hot, and she 

took them, two and three at a time, and placed theI? :in rows :inside the 

bread warmer. She glanced furtively over her shoulder. Without look:ing 

down, she quickly crammed two muffins into her pocket. They crumbled, 

~ 

splitting :into halves. She licked the warm crumbs from her ~ingerso 

"What you do when the Reverend try to give you a ride?" she said. 

"I rano " Unity rernembered the awful sensation of flee:ing down 

the shore, stoop:ing to pick up a piece of driftwood for self-defense. 

Behind her, the Reverend laughed. "Do you th:ink I always drive the 

same car? rt he shouted. As she escaped, he honked his horn rhythm-

ically. "I ran back for my sketch pad and then I ran home., 11 

''Did the Reverend follow you? r, 

"No. Not this _time. I would have killed him, I think, and I thought 

about calling the police. 11 



"The Reverend sho go after what he wants, don't he? Him and 

Miss Kankee sho was thick as thieves once. 11 
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The knife halted in mid-air. "The Reverend and Kankee?" She 

was incredulous, and it seemed as if Tiny' s words had been churned out 

of a grey distance. Tiny' s eyes rolled upward. 

11Ain 't that a match now? That's right. The last time Miss Kankee 

knocked up, people aroundabouts say the Reverend the daddy, and I 

don't know myself, but the Reverend the one--this what I hear--what 

took Miss Kankee to the doctah and pay fo the doctah to nip that baby 

in the bud. '' 

''I can't believe it." 

The swinging door opened, and Mrs. Carter walked in. Her lips 

drooped oppressively, and she wiped her forehead with the back of her 

hand. Against the late afternoon light, her eyes took on the hard static 

polish of glass. 

"What's wrong, lvlrs .. Carter? You look stunned. 11 

Mrs. Carter stared fixedly at a point beyond Unity and beyond 

Tiny. Then she looked at her right hand as if it had been mutilated, 

resting it limply on the counter. Her whole being had the look of sur

render, complete surrendero She swallowed several times, trying to 

sound matter-of-facto "Peco just reached over and wrapped his paper 

around my stone. This is the first time I've lost- -the first time in 

twelve years. 1
.
1 

Tiny slipped obliquely past the crowded pile of dirty dishes .. 
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''Mrs. Carter, do you mind if I take the afternoon 0££? 11 Unity 

asked. "Business is slow. I don't think you'll need me." 

Mrs. Carter looked at Unity and sighed heavily. It was the sigh 

of a woman who is exhausted and defeated and hasn't fully realized her 

condition. "I must be getting old. You' re right, business is slow. 

Go ahead and take the afternoon off. 11 

Unity walked slowly to Mrs. Dutchboy' s boarding house. Mr. 

Farley growled at two boys who rode past on bicycles as she approached 

the yard. Her eye was drawn to the sign BEWARE OF DOG, and she 

imagined the three-headed Cerberus guarding the portal of Mrs. Dutch-

boy's room. Inside the house, the musty, mildewe/d odor seemed stronger 

and more overpowering than ever. It emanated from the furniture itself. 

Bits and pieces of Kankee' s clothing were scattered along the floor, and 

¾' 

Unity called out for Mrso Dutchboy, but there was no answerl. She 

followed the trail of clothes. A black brassiere hung from the door

knob of _Unity's bedroom. She thought Kankee had hung it there to dry, 

but then she heard the giggling inside. She jerked the door open. 

Completely naked, Kankee sprawled on the bed, her legs athwart, 

her blonde hair hanging unevenly about her shoulders. She glanced up 

at Unity with glazed eyes but did nothing to conceal her nudity. An empty 

wine bottle tilted again st the bed, and Unity glared a bout the room, 

horrified at th.e idea .of violated· privacy. 

"What in the hell are you doing in my roon1? 11 Kankee demanded. 
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ttGet out of here, bitch. 11 

''This is my room! What do you mean get out?'' Unity approached 

the bed. A vein pulsed crazily inside her head, and she stood beside 

the bed, gazing down at Kankee' s splotched complexion, into the blood

shot eyes. "Get your filthy ass off my bed. 11 

Kankee unclenched her hand. The Reverend's glass eye stared 

magically and brightly up at Unity. Unity stood transfixed as Kankee 

flexed her stomach muscles, the smooth, creamy skin rippling, the glass 

eye rolling backwards and forwards, controlled by the undulating folds 

of flesh entirely. It rolled and bounced across the gyrating stomach 

muscles; it circled Kankee' s navel and flipped straight into the air. She 

caught it triumphantly and then took Unity's hand., ,"Don't I see the 

mote in my neighbor's eye? I can teach you everything I know. Trust 

me and we can sh.are everything" 11 Her lips were lavender in the dim 

light, her eyes heavy-lidded. 

Unity pulled away frorn Kankee' s grip with great effort, runn:ir1g 

onto the veranda. She felt engaged in a deadly struggle for something 

she could not even narne.. But it was something she had to keep, some-

thing she had worked hard to earn and could not afford to lose. Dazed, 

she bumped clumsily into a chair, her nails scratching across the top .. 

Twisting to face the source of laughter, she saw the Reverend sitting 

nude in a lotus position beneath the thin branches of the fig tree. "A 

1. 1 / \ . 1tt e menage c;l. tro1s. Good for the soul." 

Unity stood before him., stadng at the emaciated, cancer- ridden 
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shell of a man, at the sallow skin stretched tightly across the lean, 

sunken cheekbones. This is surely my death, she thought, this is un

doubtedly my death. She cried out for Mrs. Dutchboy' s intervention. 

As he lifted his arms up to her, she placed her cold hands into his warm 

ones, and he pulled, slowly downward, and she imagined herself al

ready fleeing, her eyes fastening onto the underside of the sheltering 

overhead branches, at the shadowed green and the small saving space of 

sky between the departing branches. The shadows, the light and the 

overhead blue flashed together transparently like inlaid bits of glasso 

The trees thinned as she ran, as she approached the downtown section. 

Superimposed upon the recessed display windows were the wavy images 

of the Reverend Oliver Tulle. 



THE MOOD OF A LONG-SEA TED WOMAN 

Cortez, a thin-lipped, smooth-moving, full-bearded Frenchman, 

rambled unobtrusively into Stella Gardner's office shortly after lunch, 

the sealed envelope from The Agency waving in his coat pocket, seating 

himself without being seated. 

I'm just the man you need. He didn't say it, but Stella sensed it. 

He handed her the envelope, the hand large, dark-veined, the nails 

immaculate, the half-moons whitely and distinctly rising. Stella took 

the application from the envelope while Cortez's hands convened prayer

fully in his lap. He looked chaste as she scanned the qualifications. 

111 see you have a degree in Causal Connections. 11 

"Yes, 1'11 be perfect for you. 11 He genuflected beside Stella's desk 

to pick up a stray piece of paper. "Anything important? 11 

"Only a memo,'' she said. "We' re besieged with memos from the 

Head of the Departrnent. They never amount to anything, you know. I 

use the back of mine for scratch paper." She took the mern.o and slipped 

it into her cluttered desk drawer. On the backs of the memos, Stella 

sketched boxes. During her coffee break, she dashed off hundreds of 

little boxes, boxes linked to s1naller boxes, boxes superimposed up,on 

boxes, ad infinitum.. People passing by her office thought she was 
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furiously engaged jn a new w:indow design. She had been criticized lately 

by her colleagues for us:ing rnannequins with featureless faces. But 

featureless faces, Stella said, are the new style; clothes invariably look 

better on abstractions than real people. To have a face, like hav:ing a 

nan1e, is to risk be:ing oneself. 

"How long have you been connecting causes?" 

\ 
"Ma mere tells me one day when I was but three years of age she 

was watering coq_uelicots outside the study of mon pere. I placed Marie 

Ambergrise, the doll of my favorite sister, Avril, in the w:indow. I 

draped seven scarves around her and they formed--how shall I say it--

pretty designs. · The effect was instantaneous. 
'\ 

Ma n1ere bur st into tears. 

Truly, she thought, I was the artiste she had been praying for for so long." 

In the margin of the application, Stella scribbled 11pretty designs, 11 

sketching a coquelicot inside a box to illustrate. Cortez's dark eyes, 

t 

penetrating and limpid, were the eyes of a saint. 11 What do Y!ou think it 

means when a person draws one thing only, over and over again? 11 

Cortez lowered his head and rummaged pensively through his 

beard. Something fell out of the thick growth and landed on the floor. 

Stella tilted her head quixotically, bending around the desk. It was 

an alfalfa sprout, the green sprig curling upwards. 

11Actually, "he began to say, 11actually-- 11 

11Excuse me, 11 she said. 11 Did you, by any chance, have a sprout 

salad for lunch? 11 It.was not byway ,of diversion that Stella asked such 

questions. It was simply her .method of pinning down chaotic detail. 
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"Yes, yes, of cours.e ! BUT--1 never look at myself. For a 

time I could draw nothing but little fishes, hooks slicing through their 

luscious little mouths. I ate fish for lunch, fish for dinner, for weeks 

on end.. I dreamed of fish, waking and sleeping. Truly, I was an ob-

sessed man. 11 

"And did the craving pass ? " 

"Yes, but only after I dreamed of going fishing. No longer do I do 

things on grand impulse. I must DREAM first. I am becoming American

ized, transformed: watered do'W11, phlegmatic, a half-truth of my former 

selves. And now there is room in my heart for fish of all varieties. 11 

"What do you think it means when a person can draw only boxes? 11 

"Obviously, 11 Cortez offered, encompassing, ;with an aesthetic 

sweep of the hands, the peacock-blue walls, the dove-gray carpet, the 

Beardsley prints, "they feel boxed in, n' est- ce pas ? 11 

t 

At last, someone had put their finger on Stella's malai~e. She 

was discovered, so to speak, as if she had been caught undressing a 

mannequin in a showcase.. A nightmare haunted Stella, one she often 

confessed to her husband, Adair, in the early morning hours: In the 

center of the window, situated on an undisclosed platform several feet 

back from the window, a thin, spare tree was decorated with a maypole, 

white streamers and poppies wreathed around its edges. A stork sat 

on the ring of the pole, holding in its beak a baby wrapped in a narrow 

band of gold s~tin. Beneath, three i:nannequins., two males, one female, 

dressed in seventeenth-century Puritan garb, danced around the tre.e, 
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hands joined. A mannequin in a chic modern maternity ensemble stood 

in the forefront of the window; the dancers around the maypole formed a 

backdrop.. The lights inside the showcase blinked on and off erratically. 

Then snowflakes fell inside the glass, and Stella was covered in the cold

ness, yanked from the window and tried for heresy. The crowd of 

spectators accused her of espousing featureless faces. 

"What do you think it means, 11 she said, "when a woman goes 

home and instead of trying to please her husband, who is content to sit in 

one spot for the remainder of the evening, wants only to please herself?" 

Cortez paused, twisting and untwisting the end of his beard. "I 

would ask, what does this woman do for the remainder of the evening?" 

"She sits in one place and thinks about pleasing herself. " 

"Then I would suggest that this woman and her husband learn to 

dance. 11 He gestured, his fingers curving outward, folding ovter them
t 

selves, like a magician's hands, concealing and revealing at the same 

time. 

"Cortez, do you dance?" 

"Me? I've never seen myself dance, and assuredly, I am no 

Nureyev, our only living immortal, but tout le monde besoin de la 

cJiebration. Everyone needs an audience, even if the audience is not 

sympathetic, and I've been told by a certain crowd that I I dance like the 

wind, 1 pardon the expression. 11 

For a demanding, meticulous woman like Stella, desire was still 

more or less a craving, a necessity. She dealt with the casualness of 
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appearance, and she had to take her risks accordingly. "I think you'll 

do very nicely for a partner. Do you have any questions about the job? 11 

"I will be at your side? I will lead and you will follow?" 

"We will be working together very closely. 11 

1'Then it is my pleasure to accept this position." - Cortez stood up 

and shook Stella's hand vigorously. "It is my immediate pleasure to say 

that I am pleased. " 

Stella and Cortez strung tiny flashing Christmas lights around the 

edges of the display window. It was the only lighting they were allowed, 

for the store had closed, and the other en1ployees had gone home. Even 

the street lights outside the store had not come on./ Cortez stood very 

close to Stella. 

'
1It 1 s perfect," he said. 11A thin little tree with thin- ribbed branches 

inside 'an empty window is perfect. 
t 

What more could we askHor? 11 

11A few more lights to begin with. I like celebrations too, but 

really, Christmas lights don't exactly show off the merchandise." 

11 Yes. And in the storage room there is perfect darkness. I had 

to excavate that one string of lights by total feel. 11 

Stella glanced over her shoulder at the racks of clothes and the 

counter displays. 11 The first thing to do is put the sign in the window. 11 

She lifted the narrow sign and leaned it against the glass: 

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE! 
100% OFF ON ALL MERCHANDISE! 
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Outside, on the sidewalk, the wind whipped brown leaves against 

the window. Stella Gardner paused, her fingers touching the cold glass. 

Sometimes there was a sensation, a sensation of seeing a new slant in 

the very familiar, seeing it for the first time. It was peculiar and dis

turbing, as if every layer and every worn perception had been peeled away 

and beneath it, beneath the old perception, lay a newness. The newness 

arose and. enclasped that familiarity for a second and then dispelled it; 

everything old and known fell back into place. But during that second, 

she was seeing with new eyes, and earth was a place she had never before 

envisioned. The tree trembled on its pedestal. 

Stella turned and looked at Cortez. We don't have to clutter up 

our feelings with words, do we, she thought .. 

Cortez smiled. No, we don't need words. But this is a new language, 

this language of the mind, and I do not speak it very well. Yes, I know 

l 

exactly what you mean, and even now you read what I'm thinl!ing and 

cannot put into words. This is what I cannot hide from you: for .me, 

loneliness is like a man who has spent his entire life staring out at the 

sea. Then one day something breaks the surfaceo Aphrodite rises from 

the foam and the salt and the darkness of the sea, and the man feels as 

if he is the first to claim this discovery. He thinks, I will cover her 

with rose buds and she will dance to a virgin's tune. But just as his 

eyes adjust to the supple promise of love, the goddess, with the next 

crash of a wav~, dissolves into •foam. He spends the rest of his days 

waiting, the ocean roaring in his ears o But it is no longer the ocean he 
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is listening to. It is a seashell he holds up to his ear. And when people 

speak, he says, please, you must shout. I cannot hear your voice over 

the voice of the sea. 

Stella smiled. Cortez took her hand to help her down from the plat

form. He held her hand for perhaps a second too long, and Stella stiffened, 

turning quickly away. Cortez disappeared into the darkness. Watching 

the Christmas lights blink on and off, Stella felt lonely and, for the first 

time si;nce she had hired Cortez, afraid. He emerged into the light 

carrying two mannequins. He set them down, upright, two males dressed 

in Puritan outfits, the exact replicas of the figures in Stella's recurrent 

nightmare. 

"Where did you find them? 11 Stella said. She felt a growing appre-

hension, a growing numbness, as if she had been standing in one spot for 

centuries. 

t 
"The Head of the Deparhnent sent you a memo,· but yo"ll, never read 

it. He wants all personnel to remember the past. I had no choice. I 

had to bring them out for you to seeo Now we must dance around the tree. 

Your husband, Adair, will be here soon to join us. I will lead and you will 

follow. " 

111 can't use thern in the display. I can't make my personal life 

public. I don 1t want to turn my dreams inside out. 11 

"Exactly. But you have no choice. They were the only ones left, 

and you've wai~ed too long. You want to retrieve the third du.m.rny? You 

know exactly what she looks like?" 
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Stella stood very still, becoming slowly aware of the crowd of 

pedestrians who gathered before the display window. She stared into 

Cortez's dark eyes and saw the mannequin which was herself. He had 

lost his French accent, and he knew her fear- -her fear of being herself. 

And she was suddenly conscious that the faces of the spectators were 

the faces she had refused to create. 

"Tell me you' re not an abstraction," she whispered. 

Cortez took her hands in his and they began to dance., 



THERE ARE LADIES IN THE OLD HOUSES IN ROLAND PARK 

1. 
Hope Farawell wanted the facts to speak for them.selves. She 

had read a line from a modern novel which spoke singularly to her own 

personal sense of history: "the great interrelated family of those who 

never know the meaning of what has happened to then1. 11 More than 

anything else, she wanted to have a clear grasp of what had happened 

and the significance of what had happened in her own life. So she re-

fleeted and meditated and recorded her observations, the particularities 

of everyday life. It did not matter to her that no one read her journals. 

They would survive her death--only then, perhaps, could her observa-
~ 

tions be shared and appreciated as history. 
l 

Facts, meanwhhle, enter-

twined with other facts, the monochrome of her surface life determined 

only by variations in circumstantial shadings. Still, she preferred to be-

lieve in the necessity of a rich inner life. 

Each morning, shortly after dawn, she m.editated and prayed. Then 

she held her pencil lightly in her hand and let her spirit-~guide, Xavier, 

pour forth the little parables on the spiritual life. She had learned a great 

deal from Xavier, but she limited herself to fifteen minutes of automatic 

writing each morning. There were always dangers that the spirit-guide, 

if given too much rein in one's activities, might try to take control. 
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Hope Farawell had been taught that if one listened to the natural 

order of things, one might attune oneself to the infinite. Even death 
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was a natural event, not to be feared or taken as a finality. Except for 

her sister, Nan, none of the family died from sickness, but according 

to the natural order the time came when her grandfather weakened and 

his tenancy upon earth was up. The night after he died she lay in her 

bed in the old attic and slept only when exhaustion came. He rested in 

the southwest room--his room, the room where he had fashioned the 

cattle- bows and performed all the simple tasks of daily life, the same 

room from which the others had gone before. The night before he died, 

a. dove rested upon the sill of the west window, tapped gently upon the 

pane and cooed plaintively. The watchers said that it was a mourning 

dove, that its coming was an omen. The watchers did not know and how 

could a child know? But in after years, she came to understand that it 

t 
was the passing of an era: it was the passing of an era of ,ab~ndance and 

contentment, the beginning of a period of want and discontent. 

After her grandfather's death, Hope Farawell went to live with 

her father's sister in the city of Providence. Her uncle was a police-

. man, a kindly man, and to her he always seemed out of place in a police 

uniform. They lived in a tenement for which they paid twenty dollars 

a month rent. They had brown bread only on Sunday morning because it 

was too expensive for daily use. Her grandfather had been a poor man 

because he owned neither piano ·nor ?overed carriage, but in the city 

poverty meant plain hunger. She learned that an apple cost a cent and a 
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large one two cents, and she never saw a basketful outside of a store. 

In the country, they had had their own apple trees, and it was hard for 

Hope to understand the harshness of city life. 

2. 
Hope Farawell dreamed deeply and accurately. She dreamed of 

her father's house before Nan died. Nothing about the place ever seemed 

to change. Inside the house, the furniture and other household fixtures 

seemed to have the same staying qualities as the farm buildings and trees. 

A rough wooden block was used to hold the door open in the living room, 

and none knew where it came £rorr1. But it had always been there. 

The house was small, one-story, with an attic: on the north was 

an ell containing a kitchen and a pantry. In the surpmertime the doorway 

was always overhung with morning glories. The well was nearby. In 

the great front door- rock was the hole where the shadow of the house 
) 

corner fell at noon when the sun was neither fast nor slow. !rhe tall 

spruce was beside the road. In back of the house was the leaning russet 

apple tree that was blown over in the gale of 1815, and beneath it was 

the rock where she and Nan used to sit and crack butternuts when the 

winter days were warm enough to sit outside. 

The china closet was in the front entry at the foot of the stairs. 

On the top shelf sat a bowl of white sugar that was used only when the 

minister or company of sufficient distinction came. When Hope was ten, 

she watched h~r mother take the su~ar bowl down. In the kitchen, her 

mother poured out exactly one cup. "For your birthday cake, 11 she told Hope. 
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3. 
The rays of the early morning sun slanted through the open window, 

and Hope Farawell rose from her daily devotional. The skin around her 

cheekbones was taut, and her clear hazel eyes were heavy-lidded, sub

dued, as if tuned within. She felt calm after her meditation and prayers. 

A stillness rang throughout the house in Roland Park, and in her medita

tion the silence was high-pitched; it surrounded and enfolded her. When 

she entered the meditative state, she listened to the silence and laid aside 

her earthly thoughts. She focused all her attention on one affirmation: 

"May the Father do in me as He sees I have need of in the present- -now. " 

Each month she changed affirmations and found herself slowly understand

ing and assimilating, as one's body assimilates food,, the ramifications 

of the affirmation, the implications for her own life. Increasingly, she 

understood that her will was not the same as God's will, and that she 

?I 

might only know His will by attuning her self to the divine withln. When she 

finished her meditation, she felt quietly assured that she was more perfectly 

a channel through which His blessings might flow to others. 

She straightened the covers of her single bed, pulling the spread 

over the pillow, tucking it beneath. All the wrinkles had disappeared, and 

she sat on the edge of her bed, recalling tfl;e dream. She had dreamed of 

the southwest room in her father's house. In one corner stood the tall 

clock and in the opposite corner the bedstead, its post topped with carved 

acorns. From the wall a portrait of William Henry Harrison looked down 

upon the scene. In the chimney corner was the fireplace. Several 



candlesticks, a whale oil lamp and the Old Farmer's Almanack were 

on the mantle- shelf. Many winter evenings, she had sat in this roon1, 
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watching by the firelight as her grandfather fashioned the hickory withes 

into rings and bows or patiently shaved the hickory sapling until it be-

came a broom. 

Hope Farawell rose and went to the closet for her journal. She 

kept the notebooks on tqp of an orange crate beside her sneakers and 

dress shoes. After she seated herself again, she entered the dream, 

recording it as she remen1bered, all the details and associations en-

gendering within her a nostalgia. She recognized in the dream a deep 

longing for the past, for the order and coherence of simplicity, a faith 

in one's way of life. She often remembered the stern voice of her father's 

sermons, but it was a moral severity tempered by an overwhelming love 

for the justice of God's ways. He said repeatedly that, in the final analy-

t 
sis, we are judges of our own souls, and that it is our resportsibility to 

ourselves to clean up the accumulation of psychic debts. Failing to do 

so, we would make the same mistakes over and over, sinking deeper 

into the n1ire of self-aggrandizement. But, at the same time, he stressed 

the beauty of human striving in the face of insuperable odds. And he 

said that there was no such thing as good or bad luck--there were only 

opportunities to serve and thereby improve one's spiritual status. 

Hope Farawell closed her eyes and held the pe.ncil lightly in her 

hand, pressing it to the paper. ·She asked that she be protected during 

this session of automatic writinge Then she became dimly aware that 
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the pencil was moving, but she lost awareness of her own volition, 

her personal concerns, and then the pencil stopped., She glanced at 

the page, recognizing Xavier 1 s handwriting, the large sprawling letters 

so unlike her own: 

Go out now and feed the birds and 
you 111 find a greater parable than 
I will ever be able to give you. 
Peace I leave with you. 

Xaviero 

She took out a ripe cantaloupe from the refrigerator and cut it 

into sections, arranging them on a plate, dumping the seeds onto a brown 

paper bag. She carried the bag into the yard. The grass was still wet 

with dew, and through the lapping network of leave1?, little prisms of 

light formed on the ground. The wind blew, and the leaves waved, as if 

bidding her goodbyee The whole yard was cast in the strong morning 

fu 

light, and the light was everywhere in Roland Park. She s ca~tered the 

seeds in the feeders and left some on the ground. They came in clusters-

the bluejays, the tiny yellow-breasted wrens, the sparrows from the 

tops of thin-ribbed dogwood branches. On the clothesline beside the 

house, a lone cardinal sang loudly and landed on the riin of a basin of 

water. 

Then she noticed that where the light had been beyond the arc of 

fenced yard and cultivated garden, shadows gathered. She looked up, but 

there was noth_ing overhead except the piercing closeness of the clouds, 

and she felt tunneled below sea-level, as if she could reach up and touch 
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the soft feathery whiteness. All the birds had lined up in a straight 

row; they had ceased their chattering. The silence merged throughout 

Roland Park, and Hope no longer heard the cries of the children marching 

to school along the perimeter of the shaded square. She heard nothing 

except the same silence she listened to in meditation. The shadows 

darkened, condensing into a pool of viscous blackness. They spread 

out as spilled ink might spread, but she held her ground, firmly, reso

lutely, unafraido When the concentrated shadow moved toward her, 

she walked into it willingly. She only had to take one step. The shadow 

spread over her like a great parasol. To a stranger standing outside 

the fence, looking into the yard, Hope Farawell would have been in-

visible. 

4. 
Hope Farawell took the journal from her closet. She seated her-

\ 
self beside the window in the house in Roland Park, and when she started 

writing, she paused and looked out the window into the wide front yard 

at the brilliance and certainty of the noonday sun. Her sister Nan, her 

father, her grandfather, her mother, her uncle and aunt, all the ones 

who had gone before her stood in the yard, lined up and smiling as the 

sun beat down on them. She wanted to invite them in to re st for awhile, 

but she knew the house no longer belonged to her., Already, an elderly 

lady with three Siamese cats had moved her belongings inside; the tenant 

moved a bout the roori1s with the slow caution her life had lent her. Hope 

Farawe11 quickly .made her last entry in the journal. She wanted the facts 
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to speak for themselves, and in the front yard, a 1nurmur arose suddenly, 

the soft background hubbub heard only in theaters or libraries or churches. 

When she looked out the window again, she smiled. They were there- -

the facts were all there. 
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